
your life
ROOMS THAT 

IMPROVE

FEBRUARY 2015 R30,00 (Incl. VAT)  
Other countries R26,32 (Excl. Tax)

 GOOD IDEAS FOR SMALL CITY GARDENS 

� DAHLIAS � FERNS � PLANT A BASIC HERB GARDEN 

� FOOLPROOF WAYS TO PROPAGATE PLANTS

 Live simply but stylishly
Refresh the family home
Turn your garden into a  

natural haven

QUICK UPDATES
ONE SOFA, 

THREE LOOKS

Get ORGANISED 

Ideas for home offices
Tips for decluttering

WIN 
A GARDEN 

SHED WORTH

R17 000

New year,
NEW LIFESTYLE



perfect precision. flawless function.



Timeless kitchens that are designed for every lifestyle. 

30 showrooms nationwide. 2 year kitchen guarantee. 
0861 327 9543 / 0861 EASYLIFE  www.easylifekitchens.co.za

Jean de Villiers, Easylife Kitchens Brand Ambassador.
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The new BMW 2 Series Active Tourer
is available in 218i, 220i, 220d, 225i.
Vehicle shown with optional extras.

The new BMW 2 Series Active Tourer makes everyday life more 
exciting and long trips more comfortable. It combines intelligent 
flexibility with comfort and dynamics. And no matter what you get 
up to, it’s incredibly fun. After all, it doesn’t just look like a BMW, 
it also drives like one. Visit www.bmw.co.za to find out more.

WHATEVER YOU 
HAVE IN MIND.
THE NEW BMW 2 SERIES ACTIVE TOURER.
#2ActiveTourer



BMW 2 Series
Active Tourer

www.bmw.co.za
Sheer  

Driving Pleasure
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Classic Update, pg 32

Photograph Christoph Hoffmann

HOME FRONT  What’s 

happening on the decor scene?

THE SUM OF ALL THINGS  

A well-designed KZN house 

that’s geared for family living

TRENDING NOW: 

CONTEMPORARY 

NOSTALGIA Old-school 

with a new edge 

SUMMER BREEZE Make  

waves with this fresh 

holiday-inspired look 

CLASSIC UPDATE  

This revamped Jo'burg  

home raises the bar  

on stylish living

MODERN RURAL  

A contemporary retreat  

in the Cape Winelands 

A WORK IN PROGRESS  

A cool palette sets the  

style scene in this family 

home in Jo’burg

SWEET INDULGENCE  

Treat yourself to a living 

space that’ll improve  

your life

HELLO SAILOR Classic 

nautical makes a comeback 

NEW YEAR, NEW LOOK 

Quick ways to update your decor

ALL WORKED UP Create a work 

area in your home

THE CLUTTER POLICE  

Expert tips on how to  

organise the messiest spaces  

in your home 

FIVESTAR TREATMENT  

Glamorous elements took this 

Durban dining room from 

bland to beautiful

DIY UPCYCLING PROJECT: 

MIX AND MATCH How to 

upholster an ottoman with 

fabric offcuts

THE GREEN ROOM: SIT 

BACK AND RELAX Enjoy  

a year-round holiday feel 

ANYTHING GROWS  

A colourful family garden  

with various 'rooms'

BIG IDEAS FOR SMALL 

GARDENS How to make the 

most of the urban garden 

FROND EMBRACE  

The best ferns to plant  

for maximum impact

SUBURBAN SAFARI  

A Jo'burg garden filled  

with grasses, cycads and 

water-wise plants

A NATURAL 

PROGRESSION A guide  

to creating a natural garden

GARDEN NOTES  Garden 

news and debuts 

LATE BLOOMERS  

Plant dahlias for late-

summer interest 

DOUBLE UP Foolproof 

ways to propagate plants

PLANT A HERB GARDEN 

How to plant a basic  

herb garden
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FOR DOGS WITH REALLY GOOD TASTEFOR DOGS WITH REALLY GOOD TASTEFOR DOGS WITH REALLY GOOD TASTE
ENSURE THAT YOUR CANINE CONNOISSEURS GET THE BEST NUTRITION WITH THE HIGH 

LEVEL OF QUALITY PROTEIN AND RICE IN EVERY DELECTABLE SERVING OF CANINE CUISINE. 

12015/E

V24312,V24313,V24314 (Act 36 of 1947)AVAILABLE IN YOUR LOCAL SUPERMARKET CANINECUISINE.CO.ZA
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FABULOUS FREEBIES  

Up for grabs are a  

weekend getaway and  

lovely jewellery 

SUBSCRIPTIONS Get an 

extra subscription free

COMPETITION  

Win one of two Keter  

Factor sheds
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Johan du Toit shares his  

knowledge of Rorke's  

Drift pottery 
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 How much are your 

collectables worth?
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H
ow often at the 

beginning of a year, 

do you say to yourself, 

“This year I’m going 

to make some changes”? And 

then, before you know it, it’s 

December and you’re battling 

through all those end-of-year 

tasks and nothing has been 

crossed off your list.

This year, be realistic. Only 

set yourself one or two goals – 

far less daunting than a long 

to-do list. In this issue, we’ve included features on the most desired 

changes and provided plenty of inspiration to achieve them. If 

updating your home is on your wish list, you’ll love the feature on 

page 48 where a Jo’burg family removed a wall and covered a dark 

floor, creating a much more social environment. Another source 

of ideas is the feature on page 32 where, with the help of a savvy 

decorator, the owners of a grand old home ushered it stylishly into the 

21st century – and did it cost effectively.

It’s definitely not a new concept but the quickest and easiest way 

to update a room is with new cushions and accessories. We asked the 

team from Slate Interiors to come up with three new looks for living 

rooms using the same sofa and rug and just swapping the accessories. 

The results, featured on page 64, are fabulous and so on trend. And 

these ideas work just as well in a bedroom; change the cushions, the 

bedside lamp and add a colourful throw and it’s like a new room.

Another way to improve your home is as simple as tidying up and 

o make the most of those that invite themselves. In my 

garden, rampant orange Tecomaria capensis pops up everywhere. It 

always looks good and hardly ever needs watering, but clashes with 

everything around it. The solution was to clip it into topiary balls 

which look green and lush all year round. 

Change is good

Dahlias are one of my favourite 

flowers, especially because you only 

need one or two in a tall narrow vase 

to make a statement. Find out how 

to grow them on page 110.

I love this versatile Hotel 

Rail, R6 300 from Dokter 

and Misses. Use it 

wherever you need extra 

storage space – great 

for a guest room, an 

entrance hall and even 

for a kitchen.

An easy way to replicate the all-white 

theme of this chic tablescape on page 

67 is to spray paint a group of existing 

accessories white.

A good example of 

turning a negative into 

a positive, designer 

Claire Clarke disguised 

a brick structure housing 

electrical cables behind 

the bed in this Jo’burg 

home with built-in shelves 

and cabinets. See the rest 

of the house on page 48.
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I’m a great believer in the 

transforming powers of slipcovers. 

Note how they gave this 

dining room on page 34 a very 

contemporary look.



Rollerstyle
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Sweet RELIEF

 

Avril Whitaker

Contributing gardening editor Marianne Alexander has this advice: “It’s difficult to 

say what the problem is without seeing the plants. But here are some possibilities. 

Have you checked under the leaves for red spider? There is also something called 

chlorotic streak virus which causes light yellow streaks on the leaves which become 

distorted while the flowers are streaky and look miserable. This is passed on by 

sucking insects, so use a control for aphids and burn affected plants.”  

To read more of Marianne’s advice, visit gardenandhome.co.za

Write 
Send us a letter or get in touch on e-mail, Facebook or Twitter

WRITE IN AND WIN
Barbara has won a Hand Painted by Carmel voucher for a 

tablecloth for an eight-seater table valued at R1 065. Hand 

Painted by Carmel provides gorgeous table linen lovingly 

hand-painted by Carmel Stoch. Her latest eye-catching 

designs feature bold florals like fynbos, and vegetables 

such as tomatoes, chillies and garlic. The tablecloths are 

made from coated 100% raw bull denim cotton, so they’re 

completely stain- and liquid-resistant, allowing you to easily 

wipe them clean. Visit handpaintedbycarmel.com

ON A ROLL
For a sumptuous Saturday meal 

I prepared the Vietnamese Crab 

and Vegetable Rolls from the 

‘Seafood celebration’ article in 

your December issue, and my 

goodness, were they delicious! 

Thank you for the recipe. 

Cassandra Dykhouse

HOME INSPIRATION

gardenhome@caxton.co.za

PO Box 3124, Parklands 2121

SA Garden and Home magazine

@SAGardenandHome

sagardenandhome

sagardenandhome

How to get hold of us: 

winning letter
NOW WE ASKED ONLINE…

Do you sometimes have trouble telling 

weeds from plants? 

Here’s what our website visitors had to say:

  Yes

  No



Achieve total balance

With Nutriphase, your pets will know that you’re not just 
feeding them, you’re also giving them the very best - 
a scientifically formulated pet food with everything they  
need for strong  bones, flexible joints and a shiny coat. It also  
helps them with brain development and healthy digestion.  
After all, your best friend deserves the very best.

E X C L U S I V E  T O

www.picknpay.co.za.  Customer Care 0800 11 22 88. Toll free landline only. Cellphone rates apply. 
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Our pick of this month’s 

highlights, from things to do and 

seasonal shopping to decor news 

and the best places to visit

FRONT

Home

Designer’s 
CHOICE

“I’ve just used Frosty Carrina from 

Caesarstone in a client’s bathroom, and 

the result was spectacular,” says Keri 

Venter of Interplan Interiors. “It has the 

beauty of marble, is stain-proof, and the 

creamy white background beautifully 

highlights the stunning grey vein.”

Rosy Days
Schwarzie Designs’ quirky scatters add some light-

hearted colour to summer spaces. Digitally printed 

on 100% cotton, the designs include stylised florals, 

as well as a cat and toucan motif. R250 for the cover 

only, schwarzie-designs.com

Ceramic 
SIDES
Durban ceramicist 

Tracy Voss’s side 

tables and planters 

are both trendy 

and versatile. Call  

082 411 8296.  � 

Holiday Hues
Sanderson’s Aegean Collection is all about natural imagery, 

organic textures and rich mineral colours. Fabulous digital 

prints feature overscaled painterly florals, offset by delicate 

embroidery designs on crisp linen grounds. See the range at 

St Leger & Viney, stleger.co.za

Lovelies ONLINE
New online store Seek & 

Delight stocks a range of 

unique items, like these 

origami-inspired lights, 

which have all been carefully 

chosen to bring, you guessed 

it, delight to customers. See 

seekanddelight.co.za

Neat Seat
Makers of Stuff recently launched their adult and kids’ 

stools. Available in a range of finishes from hand-stained 

oak to natural beech, they’re cool, edgy and practical. 

From R800 to R1 500, mosproducts.co.za
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THE ALL-NEW NISSAN X-TRAIL.

LIFE’S WAITING.

Class-leading space | Advanced Technology | All-Mode 4x4
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The new Nissan X-Trail, where pure performance meets 
intuitive technology. Its sleek and sturdy build is comfortable 
both on road and on trail. The luxurious interior, spacious and 
refined, is everything you need to take you where you want to 
be – across the urban jungle or the great outdoors. Test drive 
the all-new Nissan X-Trail to keep up with your true self.

www.nissan.co.za



We just love the Joy basket 

designed by Claudia 

Raimondo for Alessi. 

It comes in stainless 

steel with a black 

finish, and hand 

plated in 24-carat gold. 

Available on order from 

spilhaus.com

Smooth 
Move
Volpes has opened 

its new flagship 

stores in President 

Hyper Centre in 

Vanderbijlpark and 

Canal Walk in Cape 

Town. Not only 

do they stock an 

extensive collection 

of bedlinen and 

duck-down  

pillows, but you’ll  

also find ready-

made curtains and  

luxury scatters.  

Visit volpes.co.za  �

This month  
we’re loving...
“Marble patterning,” says 

contributing decor editor Candice 

Botha. “It’s elegant, luxurious and can 

look classic or contemporary. These 

boards from Weylandts (weylandts.co.za) 

are an easy way to add a small touch or you 

could go all out with Elements Carrara Marble 

wallpaper from Home Fabrics (hf.co.za).”

RED HOT
Although we love the look of the whole new 

Provence range of furniture by Rochester, we  

can’t resist the vibrant red pieces that have a 

certain je ne sais quoi. Visit rochester.co.za

High Impact

Harlequin’s Momentum wall 

coverings Vol 3 is a celebration of 

contemporary patterns. From lotus 

flowers and koi motifs to large-scale 

geometrics, the look is both dramatic 

and sophisticated. See the range at 

Black Fabrics, blackfabrics.co.za

Gilded Age
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R259
 (600mm width x 600mm length)

Other colours and sizes
available in-store.

CUSTOM-MADE
ALUMINIUM 

VENETIAN BLIND
(25mm Taupe)

R89.99
(25mm rod available in 1m,
1.5m, 2m, 2.5m, and 3m).
Joiners also available.
Finials sold separately.

BRONZE ALUMINIUM 
CURTAIN ROD 1M

A VARIETY OF CURTAIN
ROD FINIALS AVAILABLE

CURTAIN RODS ALSO AVAILABLE IN METALLIC BROWN,
BRUSHED SILVER, BLACK, BRASS, BRUSHED BRONZE AND ONYX.

R119
FLEUR DE LIS FINIAL ON 
U-ARM HOLDBACK

Other styles avai lable in-store.

R89.99

FLEUR DE LIS 
FINIAL (Bronze)

Other styles avai lable in-store.
Each

R259
(600mm width x 600mm length)

Other colours and sizes
in-store.

CUSTOM-MADE
ALUMINIUM 

VENETIAN BLIND
(25mm Taupe)
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N 
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All Decorland products are exclusively available at

®

CURTAIN ROD TIPS
Use curtain rod rings for gather-top curtains or hang eyelet and tab-
top curtains directly onto the rod. To fi nd the right installation height 
for the rod, add 1 or 2cm to the curtain length so that it subtly skims 
the fl oor when hung. When spacing the support brackets for the 
curtain rods, keep in mind - curtains cannot run past the brackets.

BEST DRESSED
WINDOWS

If you’re looking for an easy way to 
update your dining room this season, 
a stylish window dressing will get you 
there in an instant. White is beautiful, 
but can be a tricky colour to work with, 
so if you’re opting for a monochrome 
aesthetic don’t be afraid to play with 
different textures to create visual 
balance and interest. White creates the 
illusion of space - suddenly this dining 
room looks bigger and brighter!

To keep the look fresh and interesting, 
team eyelet curtains with a bronze 
aluminium rod and fi nials, 
this creates a striking 
backdrop to this clean 
and serene dining area. 
The neutral custom-
made aluminium 
Venetian blind from 
Decorland keeps 
the look uncluttered, 
creating a space 
that’s designed to 
support fabulous fuss-
free entertaining.

CREATE
THE LOOK
WITH DECORLAND

All accessories sold separately. Prices valid while stocks last or until 28/02/2015.
www.decorland.co.za • Info@decorland.co.za • RSA tollfree 0800 002 635 

BRUSHED SILVER, BLACK, BRASS, BRUSHED BRONZE AND ONYX.
aluminium rod and fi nials, 

and serene dining area. 
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What’s on
13 – 15 FEBRUARY South African Antique, Art and Design Association (SAADA) 

Cape Town Expo

Don’t miss this annual expo, now at its new venue The Lookout at the V&A Waterfront. 

Tickets for the opening night are R150, and can be bought online or at the door.  

Visit saada.co.za

19 – 22 FEBRUARY Ardmore Ceramic Art exhibition

Ardmore celebrates its 30th anniversary with an exhibition at The Cellars-Hohenhort  

in Cape Town, and the theme is Animal and Botanical. E-mail them at  

info@ardmoreceramics.co.za call them on 033 940 0034.

25 FEBRUARY – 1 MARCH GUILD Design Fair

Africa’s premier international design fair takes place at The Lookout, V&A Waterfront. 

See collaborations such as ‘Afreaks’ between Monkeybiz and Bronze Age Foundry, and 

meet guest designer Frederik Molenschot of Studio Molen. Visit guilddesignfair.com

26 FEBRUARY – 1 MARCH Johannesburg Homemakers Expo

Visit the Coca-Cola Dome at Northgate, where 350 exhibitors will cover every aspect 

of home necessities. Catch the new Cinema Experience, and regular favourites like the 

Builders’ DIY Theatre and Decor & Furniture Avenue.  

WIN! We’re giving away 20 double tickets to Johannesburg Homemakers Expo!  

To enter, SMS HOMEMAKERS, your name and e-mail address to 48406. An SMS costs 

R1,50, errors will be billed and free SMSes don’t apply. Entries close 18 February 2015. 

For full Ts&Cs, see page 72.  

Sleep Tight
@home has launched its first Sleep 

Shop at the Bryanston Shopping 

Centre in Jo’burg. Choose from 

a wide range of bed and bath 

products, from premium quality 

linen and throws to luxurious towels, 

room fragrances and curtains. For 

more info, call 0860 666 674.

Andrew Dominic’s Noah server boasts 

beautifully fluid lines and cleverly 

recessed handles. Find this and other 

limited edition pieces at the Watershed 

in the V&A Waterfront  

and Stable in Cape Town.  

andrewdominic.co.za

Fine Lines

Colour CODED
Trade Secret’s latest arrivals, 

like this deep 

buttoned velvet 

chair, combine  

classic pieces 

with a rich berry 

palette. Visit 

tradesecret.co.za

Hello 
Sunshine
Add a shot of neon 

with the new Barrel 

side table, R1 595, by 

Fundi Light & Living. 

Available through 

scarletcreations.co.za



 

Angels are with us, each night and day,
they give us strength and show us our way.

If you call them, they are close to you,
they know your wishes and make them true.

www.engelsrufer.co.za Engelsrufer South Africa 

Get spoilt by 

your angel this 

Valentine’s Day
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creative spirit

Have you always been an artist?

Early in my life, I had to choose between science and the arts 

– and art won. I specialised in jewellery design at Stellenbosch 

University, and I was a jeweller for 30 years. But when I turned 

50, porcelain found me – and it has never let me go!

What inspires you?

Since early childhood I have expressed myself geometrically. 

In Sir Roger Penrose’s 1978 article Pentaplexity, he gives a 

mathematical explanation of the grid of aperiodic tiling, and 

his dart and kite motifs inspired me to see the endless repetition 

in everything from the mosaics of the Alhambra to nature’s 

patterns; shells, feathers, seedpods and images of micro-

organisms taken with a scanning electron microscope.

Tell us more about your style.

I investigate symbols and the concept of the absolute. It’s no 

accident that people identify my works as mandala (a Hindu 

or Buddhist spiritual symbol representing the Universe). I was 

always obsessed with repeating patterns, such as the work of 

Escher. A friend thought I’d be interested in aperiodic tiling.  

He was right.

How does your work evolve from an idea to a finished artwork?

My work is meditative. I simply prepare myself and my space. Once 

I have started, I am compelled to follow a mysterious process.

Why did you choose  

this medium?

Alchemy, fire, earth, porcelain, light, 

translucency, reflection... the list goes on.

What is your creative process?

My starting point is aperiodic tiling, as popularised by Roger 

Penrose – I find the purity of geometry inspiring. In this type of 

tiling you can trace a piece of a pattern, and recreate it by infinite 

repetition in any direction. To make the designs on the ceramics, 

I cut into the clay – this allows an interplay of shadow and light.

Tell us about your studio.

Agnes Martin, one of my major inspirations, says that an artist 

needs a studio. The one I have overlooks Kalk Bay Harbour.

Where is your work exhibited and sold?

My work is available at the Kim Sacks Gallery in Johannesburg, 

Kalk Bay Modern in Cape Town and Is Art in Franschhoek.  

Award-winning goldsmith  

and ceramicist Christina  

Bryer’s art highlights the  

beauty of geometry

perfection
A 

PATTERN OF

SOURCES Christina Bryer 073 136 5608 or christinabryer.com  

Is Art 021 876 2071 Kalk Bay Modern kalkbaymodern.co.za  

Kim Sacks Gallery kimsacksgallery.com
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architect’s plan 

The series of distinct living areas in this KZN house all 

add up to the ideal family home

AT A 
GLANCE:
THE ARCHITECT: 

John Smillie of John 

Smillie Architects.

THE CLIENTS:  

Mark and Sharmain Norton and  

their son, Josha (4).

THE BRIEF: A family home with 

plenty of space for entertaining and 

orientated towards the views. Lots of 

light, a window seat or two as well as  

a level garden were must-haves. 

THE HOUSE: The house is divided 

into living and bedroom areas by the 

entrance hall. It has an open-plan living 

space leading onto a covered patio 

and swimming pool. There are three 

bedrooms, three bathrooms, a study, 

and a games room on a lower level.

Sum
PARTS

I 
was expecting our son, Josha, when we 

decided to build a home at Simbithi,” 

recalls Sharmain Norton. “We chose 

this plot because it has views of the 

ocean, the golf course and the dam as well 

as an area of indigenous forest in front.”

“The estate encourages the use of 

natural materials, which inspired us  

to install riven stone cladding,” explains 

architect John Smillie. “The contrast 

in textures separates the planes and 

contributes to the concept of the 

building as an assembly of components. 

The various elements of the house are 
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SOURCE John Smillie Architects johnsmilliearchitects.com or 031 312 1523

light. The window seats in the corners of 

the lounge are Sharmain’s favourite part of 

their home. They provide the perfect spot 

to take in the views which, of course, take 

centre stage throughout  

the house.  

Ground floor

Basement

expressed differently and respond to  

their various functions.” 

This concept was translated into 

distinct living and bedroom wings 

linked by a double-volume entrance hall. 

“The fact that the bedroom wing can be 

locked off from the living area provides 

an additional level of security when Mark 

is away,” says Sharmain. The steeply 

sloping site allowed for a games room to 

be tucked underneath the living area, 

while the rest of the house could be on 

one level, facing the views. 

“Natural sandstone tiles were used 

on the terraces, and timber for the 

veranda posts and beams. The roofs 

are metal sheeting in keeping with 

the ‘Natal farmhouse’ aesthetic of the 

estate,” John notes. Indoors, a series 

of freestanding walls provides a clever 

means of breaking up areas within 

the open-plan living area: the kitchen 

and TV lounge are separated from the 

dining room by a low wall and a taller 

wall gives the formal lounge some 

seclusion from the dining space. This 

area opens up to the patio, swimming 

pool and garden through a series 

of folding doors, allowing for easy 

entertaining. 

“Another key requirement of ours was 

lots of light,” Sharmain says. In response, 

John designed a combination of flat and 

mono-pitched roofs with pitched ceilings 

to accommodate high-level clerestory 

windows which let in plenty of natural 

ON THE WEB

         

GET THIS PLAN ONLINE 

Visit our website at 

gardenandhome.co.za and 

click on Architects’ Plans to 

download the plan.
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what’s hot

“Over the last few years a number of familiar 

elements have appeared in design. These hark back 

to days gone by, but have been reinterpreted and 

given a refined edge,” says Leonard de Villiers of 

Ebony, an art and interiors gallery in Cape Town

SOURCES Ebony ebonydesign.co.za Gonsenhausers Fine Rugs finerugs.co.za Gregor Jenkin gregorjenkin.com Hoi P’loy  

hoiploy.com James Mudge jamesmudge.co.za Lucinda Mudge lucindamudge.wordpress.com Sobeit Studio sobeitstudio.com  

Weylandts weylandts.co.za Wiid Design wiiddesign.co.za

TRENDING NOW: C ontemporary nostalgia

 Semi-antique patchwork rug, 

R3 500/m², Gonsenhausers 

Fine Rugs.

Tallboy, R31 920, 

James Mudge.

Hollywood floor lamp, 

R7 995, Weylandts.

Side table, POR,  

Gregor Jenkin.

Squirrel cage 

globe lights, from 

R949, Hoi P’loy. 

Dutch walnut and 

oak cabinet with 

brass-clad doors, 

R38 500, Ebony.

Kan jug, R1 390 

each, Wiid Design.

Shipwrecked vase,  

R21 800, Lucinda Mudge.

Wax candlesticks,  

from R290 each,  

Sobeit Studio.
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YOU CAN BURN 
OUT, OR YOU 
CAN REBOOT 
WITH NATRODALE.

The habits we have today will determine our health tomorrow. If you want 
to age well and live young, it’s important to start from the inside out with 
Natrodale’s range of health supplements. Take charge of your health 
today. Challenge your age and challenge your attitude so you can live 
life younger. Available at Dis-Chem and Clicks stores, nationwide.

Natrodale   B Complex High Potency. 
Each capsule contains: Vitamin E  6,75IU; Vitamin B1  5,7mg; Vitamin B2  8mg; Nicotanamide 18mg; Vitamin B6  8mg; Folic Acid 200ug; Vitamin B12  5ug;  Biotin 100ug; 
Pantothenic Acid 6mg; Lecithin 15mg. 
Adcock Ingram Limited. Reg. No. 1949/034385/06. Private Bag X69, Bryanston, 2021, South Africa. Tel. +27 11 635 0000  www.adcock.com
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inspirations

Summer
BREEZE

Combine bright scatter cushions 

with white furniture and shutters 

for a look that says ‘holiday’  

all year round 

Cushions in Burnt Orange and Classic 

Hydrangea from Emeline Designs. Shutters 

from Aesthetics Shutters and Blinds.
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Get the look 

Alice Colle, owner 

of The Ballito 

House, who 

designed the room 

pictured opposite, 

gives her tips for 

creating a similar atmosphere:

 Keep the main canvas as neutral 

as possible and then add a pop of 

colour here and there as I’ve done 

using the cushions, blue and white 

containers and banana leaves. Neutral 

colours and textures don’t date and can 

be classic or contemporary.

 Group a number of similar  

accessories together to create a high-

impact display. Blue and white china 

makes a statement on this taller-than-

usual side table.

 A tray is a great way to organise  

items on a coffee table. Choose  

items with differing heights and add 

something natural. Ensure the 

tray is the right size for the table 

– leave enough table space around 

it for the things like a cup of tea, a 

book or a magazine.

 Sofas don’t have to match – 

choose a different piece, like this 

wicker couch, to add interest.

 Paint wooden furniture white  

to create a light, bright, airy feel.

 Shutters look good and are very 

practical. They’re easy to clean, 

allow you to control the amount of 

air and light coming into the room 

and can double as burglar guards 

depending on what they’re made 

of. Decide whether you want fixed 

shutters where you  

can only move the  

slats or shutters 

which can stack 

away to completely 

open up the room.  

SOURCES Aesthetics Shutters and Blinds aestheticsshuttersandblinds.co.za American Shutters americanshutters.co.za  

Emeline Designs emelinedesigns.com Hertex hertex.co.za Home Fabrics hf.co.za La Grange Interiors lagrangeinteriors.co.za 

Mr Price Home mrphome.com SHF shf.co.za The Ballito House theballitohouse.com Vintage Vista vintagevista.co.za

Decowood shutters, from 

American Shutters, are ideal 

for controlling the light. 

A white coffee table, R4 250, from SHF, is a great 

way to create a cool atmosphere in the heat. 

Add a cane sofa for a 

colonial feel. Essenwood 

Patio Suite, R25 000, SHF.

Mix and match fabrics with vibrant 

colours and patterns for a summery 

mood, like this Sudara Lino fabric in Azure, 

R2 755/m, from Home Fabrics, and Sea 

Flora Sun Burnt, R798/m, from Hertex.

Blue and white china never goes out 

of style. Vase with deer handles, 

R895, tube vase, R575, and plate, 

R150, all from Vintage Vista.

Add a pop of colour with a Tweedle 

weave scatter cushion, R139,99 and 

bird printed scatter cushion, R119,99, 

both from Mr Price Home.

Use a wooden tray, R275 and R445 

from La Grange Interiors, to bring 

order to your coffee table.
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rejuvenating an old house

UPDATE
Classic

The combination of a fresh palette and 

modern furnishings brought this traditional 

Johannesburg home into the 21st century
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Who lives here
A business executive, his entrepreneur 

wife and their 6-year-old son, two 

Weimaraners, Tristan and Rocky, and 

Tippie, a long-legged Jack Russell. 

The house
A 40-year-old double-storey house in 

Dunkeld, Johannesburg that has been 

extended but still features the original 

parquet floors and sash windows. 

Downstairs there’s a formal living room, 

a TV room, a dining area, kitchen and 

study. Upstairs there are four bedrooms 

and a playroom.

THIS SPREAD, FROM LEFT TO 

RIGHT:  The patio was furnished with  

the owners’ existing furniture. In order  

to create a larger coffee table, a copy  

of their existing table was made by G2 

Furniture. The scatter cushions are in a 

Designers Guild fabric and Brera Lino  

Lime from Home Fabrics.  The exterior  

of the house was given an update with 

bold charcoal paint highlighted with 

white accents.  �
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I
t was the canopy of trees shading the 

shingled roof that first caught the 

attention of the owners of this gracious 

old home. “But when we saw the 

beautiful parquet floors and the huge 

windows and doors with views of the big 

back garden, we were completely sold,”  

they recall.

Another attraction was the comfortable 

spatial flow despite the many-roomed, 

rambling character of the 40-year-old 

house. “As we were living in a tiny lock-

up-and-go at the time, we were delighted 

to move to a home with old world charm, 

especially one we didn’t have to renovate to 

give it a contemporary feel,” says the owner. 

The original house was quite modest in 

size and had been extended by the previous 

owners with the addition of two new wings. 

The first houses a TV room on one side 

of the kitchen with a guest bedroom and 

bathroom above it. The other accommodates 

a large study and living room with a  

walk-in wine cellar. “The main bedroom, 

which is situated above, has the same open-

plan layout, but because of the high ceilings 

it’s a far more dramatic space,” says the 

owner, gesturing to the towering pitch. Its 

proportions are emphasised further by a 

four-poster bed and a freestanding wall that 

separates the bedroom from the bathroom 

and dressing area. 

“It was the grande dame air about the 

house that appealed to us, and while we 

didn’t want to lose this, we did want to give 

it a subtle update,” explains the owner. To 

bring it into the 21st century, the first thing 

they did was paint the exterior charcoal 

with crisp white accents. Then they 

THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  In the dining room, the existing chairs were 

transformed with white linen slipcovers. The table was custom made by G2 Furniture.

  The vase is from @home and the circular mirror came from Sarah Walters Interiors. 

OPPOSITE PAGE: In the formal living area, a rug from Paco offsets the fresh white 

accents and complements the wallpaper on the feature wall, Thibaut Windward Sisal 

Plum from St Leger & Viney. Sarah also designed the L-shaped sofa and had it 

upholstered in Sanded Linny Polar White from Mavromac.

replaced the terracotta tiles in the kitchen 

with Cemcrete floors that extend onto  

the patio.

With the help of interior decorator 

Sarah Walters, the rest of the house 

was given a gradual facelift. The old-

fashioned light fittings were replaced and 

new wallpaper chosen to create feature 

walls. Wherever possible, the owners’ 

existing furniture was recycled. “Sarah 

was brilliant,” says the owner. “She 

understood that we didn’t want to spend 

money unnecessarily so she made use of 

what we already had and came up with 

affordable yet stylish solutions.”  �
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Cemcrete floors replaced the old 

terracotta tiles in the kitchen. As the 

cabinets were in good condition, they 

were given a fresh coat of white paint to 

rejuvenate them. The floating cabinet 

was made by Matt Craft.
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The dining room, for instance, was given 

an elegant, contemporary feel by slipcovering 

their existing green upholstered chairs with 

white linen. Sarah was especially resourceful 

when it came to the patio and reused many 

of the items the owners brought with them. 

A wicker couch was given a new lease on life 

with a coat of white paint and new cushions. 

A perfectly proportioned coffee table was 

created by combining an existing table with 

a copy. “We didn’t want rooms that were too 

‘precious’ to use,” explains the wife. “Our 

intention was to establish a home with an 

inviting, lived-in feel and re-using old items 

of furniture definitely helped.” 

Although there are plenty of rooms for 

cocooning in the colder months, summer 

is when the house really comes into its 

own. On weekends all the French doors 

leading to the covered patio are opened 

wide, encouraging easy socialising while 

the children yo-yo between the upstairs 

playroom and the huge garden.  �

THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  The study features a long trestle table and chair 

from Weylandts. “It has a beautiful view across the garden and it’s even better when my son  

and his friends are playing in it.”  The owners’ son and a friend play happily in his bedroom, 

furnished with a bunk bed ordered from Cielo Lifestyle and painted in Dulux’s Steel Symphony 3.
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THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  The original windows  

in the bathroom offer stunning views of the garden.  The main 

bedroom has a dramatic pitched ceiling. Behind the bed, a half  

wall separates the bedroom from the dressing room and 

bathroom. The wallpaper is Lorca Cattleya from Home Fabrics, and 

the four-poster bed was designed by Sarah Walters Interiors.  
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Get the look
Recreate the old-meets-new 

feel of this home with  

these items

Trevor coffee table,  

R10 865, Pezula Interiors.

Jasmin Quartz 

scatter cushion, 

R575, Vintage Vista.

Kew Nigella scatter 

cushion, R430, 

Vintage Vista.

Burgundy armoire,  

R34 995, Block & Chisel.

Cole chair, R2 485, 

Pezula Interiors.

Ceramic cactus ornament, 

R300, Santos.

Mosaic-finish round 

mirror, R399,99,  

Mr Price Home.
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SOURCES @home home.co.za Block & Chisel blockandchisel.co.za Cemcrete cemcrete.co.za Cielo Lifestyle cielolifestyle.co.za Creative 

Living creative-living.co.za Dulux dulux.co.za G2 Furniture 011 447 7196 Home Fabrics hf.co.za Loft Living loftliving.co.za Matt Craft  

072 591 3554 Mavromac mavromac.co.za Mr Price Home mrphome.com Paco pacorugs.co.za Pezula Interiors pezulainteriors.co.za 

Plascon plascon.co.za or 0860 204 0606 Santos santos.co.za Sarah Walters Interiors 011 880 1104 St Leger & Viney stleger.co.za  

Vintage Vista vintagevista.co.za Weylandts weylandts.co.za

Visit our decor image 
gallery for more pics  

of this house
gardenandhome.co.za

WANT TO  

SEE MORE? 

     



Natural Stone & Porcelain Tiles • Kitchen & Bathroom Counter Tops • Taps • Sanware

Porcelain Tiles - Marco Grey

Porcelain Tiles - Vintage Grigio Wood Look Wall - Portoro Silver Marble. Basin - Deca L1034

Book matched Granite / Marble slabs

Questo é 
Italiano

Questo é 
Italiano

What if the finest natural stones & porcelain 
tiles were available at the best prices?

Book matched Granite / Marble slabs
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living the simple life

Modern
This contemporary farm home, near the 

vibrant village of Franschhoek in the Cape 

Winelands, makes for a modern sanctuary

RURAL
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Who lives here
Faline Edwards, an interior designer who spends her time 

between Klein Kastaiing and her second home on the 

island of Malta. 

The house
A renovated 70s-style bungalow with three bedrooms and 

an open-plan living, dining and kitchen area.

H
idden behind a grassy berm and situated on the banks 

of the Kastaiing River, which gets its name from the 

Afrikaans word for the chestnut trees lining its clear 

waters, Faline Edwards’s contemporary villa is only a 

few minutes from the village of Franschhoek. Yet, standing in 

the lush garden with the river rushing past, you feel like you’re 

in the heart of the Winelands’ farming country. Moody late-

afternoon light catches the magnificent mountain peaks ahead 

through oak and willow trees, and guinea fowl scuffle through 

the undergrowth and up onto the summer deck overlooking the 

river, calling as they go.

Klein Kastaiing is what Faline calls her ultimate ‘lifestyle 

farm’. When she first drove onto the plot with its 70s-style 

bungalow, Faline was impressed by the convenient location. 

Then she fell in love with the tranquil river, the rows of ancient 

oaks, vineyards, and fruit and nut trees that have now  � 

OPPOSITE PAGE: Lush vines cover the pergola that leads off  

the corridor of the house. The daybeds are covered in natural and 

charcoal-grey linen sheets. THIS PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 

LEFT:  The house has wraparound views of the Franschhoek Valley. 

 The river deck is the perfect spot for some reading.  Large chestnut 

trees provide seclusion for the yoga room, next to the front entrance.
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become nesting grounds for owls, herons and squirrels. “Even 

civet and buck pass through, and there are otters and wild ducks 

in the river. I am surrounded by mountains and 360-degree 

views,” says Faline, who designed the new house herself. 

“We grow Merlot grapes and produce around 600 bottles of 

wine a year – just for our visitors of course – so there’s a cellar, 

used for storage and bottling.” The garden has a variety of fruit 

trees, veggie plants and herbs, and the entire top half of the farm 

is irrigated and fertilised, ready for planting more grapes, olives 

and capers. 

“I designed the house to blend into the site and merge with the 

colours of the surrounding mountains. In summer, with all the 

trees and vines, it’s barely visible from the road. The structure 

rendered in charcoal grey echoes the mountains behind, giving 

you the perfect outdoor feeling while still keeping in mind the 

different seasons,” she says. Large wooden ceiling fans whirr 

in the summer and enormous eye-level fireplaces roar with 

welcoming log fires in winter.

The house faces north/south, allowing for ideal temperature 

control no matter the weather. In winter, the leafless trees open 

up the farmland in front of the house, giving expansive  ���

THIS PAGE FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Faline’s style is pared 

down yet sensual. Many of the pieces, like the leather sofas in the 

living room, were custom-made.  The lime-washed floorboards 

in the kitchen were made from alien vegetation culled from 

along the river. OPPOSITE PAGE: The kitchen is a study in 

rustic simplicity, with glamorous Tom Dixon lights as a perfect 

foil. Spectacular views are enjoyed through the glass windows 

overlooking the garden and river to the mountains beyond, or 

through the living area towards the pool. 
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views that you don’t see when cocooned in summer foliage. 

On hot days, all the glass doors can be opened on both  

sides for a cooling breeze, and particularly lovely is the 

seamless f low to the pool from the bedrooms leading off  

the light-filled passageway. 

Every effort has been made to recycle alien vegetation that 

once lined the river. “The f loorboards in the living room 

and passage are all crafted from the alien wood, which was 

planked and laid out to dry for around six months before 

being laid, and then lime-washed to take away the slightly 

yellow hue. The ceiling is made from thinner offcuts and 

these were varnished in a darker colour in order to ‘ground’ 

the room,” explains Faline. “The f loating ceiling in the 

kitchen was devised to highlight the lighting installation by 

Tom Dixon and add an extra dimension to the room. I had 

all the furniture manufactured by local craftsmen and, when 

the old barn was demolished, they used the roof trusses to 

make the long dining table.” 

Sitting with a glass of wine in hand at the table outdoors in 

the warmth of the sun, it’s hard to believe that the farm is so 

close to hip-and-happening Franschhoek. With two entrances, 

one opposite La Motte wine farm and the other in Happy 

Valley road, Klein Kastaiing couldn’t be better placed. And 

with world-renowned chefs, tempting bakeries and stylish 

bistros a stone’s throw away, the social buzz is there whenever 

you want it. “It’s wonderful the way the village transforms 

itself with seasonal festivals. In winter, it’s all cosy with log 

fires and red wine, but by spring we’re spilling onto the streets 

again with alfresco meals,” says Faline. But by far the best 

experience is returning home to a modern sanctuary hidden 

away in the prettiest rural setting.  �

OPPOSITE PAGE: Recycled wood from the demolished barn  

was used to create the outdoor table. THIS PAGE FROM LEFT  

TO RIGHT:  The outside fireplace makes for a perfect braai spot. 

Faline’s friend Michael tends the fire.  In summer, the bedrooms 

are bathed in sunlight and ceiling fans cool down sultry summer 

nights. Simple tiling and soft rugs caress underfoot. Artist Philip 

Briel’s abstract landscapes feature throughout the house. 



Get the look
Replicate the natural style of this 

kitchen with these items  

SOURCES Entrepo entrepo.co.za Italtile italtile.co.za Leon  

at CCXIX leonat219.com Pezula Interiors pezulainteriors.co.za 

Philip Briel philipbriel.com SHF shf.co.za Tom Dixon tomdixon.

net Vintage Vista vintagevista.co.za Weylandts weylandts.co.za 

Yuppiechef.com yuppiechef.com

ABOVE AND INSET: Faline’s bathroom opens up  

to the lush garden and river beyond.
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Lux bowls, R395 – R795, 

Pezula Interiors.

Bohemia Crystal  

club whiskey 

glass, R259 for six, 

Yuppiechef.com

Black and copper 

pendant set, R1 795, 

Vintage Vista.

Cross dining table,  

R17 500, SHF.

Normann Copenhagen grass 

vase, R799,95, Entrepo.

Pam backless barstool, 

R4 555, Leon at CCXIX.

Lara dining chair,  

R1 295, Weylandts.
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Healthy bones
Vascafem supplements calcium - vital in the prevention 
and treatment of osteoporosis.

A healthy blood circulation system
 Vascafem can contribute to healthy blood �ow -  vital in 
cardiovascular health and general well-being.

A strong immune system
Vascafem supplies the body with antioxidants – 
vital in helping the body ward o� infections and 
combat ageing.

Pain relief
Vascafem can help relief pain related to arthritis.

Can prevent blood clots
Vascafem can help to keep your blood thin.
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A healthy prostate and urinary tract
Vascamen contains ingredients to keep your prostate 
healthy and increase urine �ow.

A healthy blood circulation system
 Vascamen can contribute to healthy blood �ow -  vital 
in cardiovascular health and general well-being.

A strong immune system
Vascamem supplies the body with antioxidants – 
vital in helping the body ward o� infections and 
combat ageing.

Increased sexual desire and performance
Vascamen could contribute to invigorating your sex life.

Can prevent blood clots
Vascamen can help to keep your blood thin.

I M P R O V E D  Q U A L I T Y  O F  L I F E
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Hers

Be the 
BEST that 
you can be

His

Available from all pharmacies, Dis-Chem and Clicks

An iodine-free version, Vascafem SK, is also available.

Available from all pharmacies, Dis-Chem and Clicks.
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creating the perfect family home

A 

WORK IN

progress
It took a couple of years and a series of 

renovations, but with the help of designer 

Claire Clarke, this Jo’burg family finally 

achieved the home of their dreams
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A
s strange as it may sound, it was the garage that sold 

this house to its owners seven years ago. What set it 

apart from the many others they’d seen was that it had 

a triple garage. “We were looking for a spacious family 

home that we could renovate and have our children grow up in,” 

they recall. “We realised immediately that we could convert this 

space into a large entertaining area or family room.”

They consulted Mike Parsons, from ADS Architects, who drew 

up a plan to show them how this new space could be linked to 

the pool and patio, which are on a slightly lower level. This first 

project included using the space occupied by a spare bedroom 

for a staircase to access this new casual family room. They took 

advantage of the building operations to replace all the windows 

and refresh the finishes. “As we needed some advice selecting  � 

Who lives here
An IT director with a major bank, his financial consultant wife and 

their 10-year-old son and 14-year-old daughter, as well as two 

huskies, a pair of fish and a cat.

The house
An old Morningside, Johannesburg house built in the 60s, with a 

slate roof and cottage pane windows.

THIS SPREAD, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  The subtle colour palette 

was first used in the formal living room. The wallpaper is Aspire Eau de 

Nil from Stuart Graham and the side table, white ginger jar and metal 

urns are from NetDécor.  The spacious house was built on two levels. 
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the right finishes, we called in interior designer Claire Clarke of 

By Dezign Interiors to help us with features like skirting boards 

and cornices. The only thing I couldn’t convince my husband to do 

at the time was lift the dark slate floors which ran the entire length 

and breadth of the home,” recalls the homeowner. “But in hindsight 

I think neither of us could bear the thought of all that dust.” 

The second phase of renovations took place when Claire 

suggested breaking down the wall separating the passage and the 

original TV room and turning this area into a dining room. “It 

was such a great idea,” says the homeowner, “because instead of a 

series of small boxy rooms we now have a large open-plan kitchen 

and informal living area that’s a far more sociable environment for 

our family as well as an elegant, light-filled dining area with loads 

of storage space.”

Once the wall came down, the homeowners decided to cover 

the slate with wood-look vinyl floors. “The beauty of modern 

vinyl flooring is that it’s laid on a self-levelling screed which evens 

out any irregular surfaces and the result is a very convincing 

substitute for laminate,” says Claire, “but with the added benefits 

of being completely water- and scratch-proof.”  �

THIS PAGE LEFT TO RIGHT:  This wall in the formal living 

room features Stuart Graham’s Shade Eau de Nil. The coffee table is 

from NetDécor.  Claire sourced the wooden barstools from Amatuli 

and had them painted to coordinate with the rest of the kitchen. 
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xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx x 

xxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The kitchen was one of the first rooms  

to be renovated several years ago.  

Wood-look vinyl flooring is from  

Times Two Flooring.
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In the new dining area, the existing built-

in TV unit was fitted with new shelves 

and wine racks. The dining chairs are 

upholstered in Fabric Library’s Monterey 

and their backs feature Warwick Piaf, from 

Home Fabrics.
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Not only do the new floors make the home feel remarkably 

lighter and larger, they provide an elegant foundation for the new 

colour scheme of taupe, blue-greys and barely-there shades of mint 

that Claire introduced on the main level. 

The first area they redecorated was the formal living area. 

“This is my favourite room,” says the homeowner. “It has a very 

peaceful, welcoming feel and it is where I spend a part of every 

morning reading and enjoying a cup of tea.” From there the 

colours were carried through in different forms to the kitchen, 

dining area and the bedrooms so that there is a pleasing link 

between all the different rooms.

The entertaining area downstairs has a more laid-back 

atmosphere and here a combination of blue and white fabrics and 

furnishings were used to pull together the large open-plan space 

which includes dining and living areas plus a bar. 

“Investing in this room continues to pay off. It’s proved ideal for 

hosting a crowd watching a rugby match or when we have all the 

family home for Christmas,” says the homeowner. “It’s also been  

a life saver when birthday parties have been rained out giving us  

a dry area where 40 or so children could play.”  �

THIS PAGE TOP TO BOTTOM:  For durability, the headboard 

in the bedroom was made from Inside Out Innovation, an 

outdoor fabric from Home Fabrics. The armchair is upholstered  

in Chalet Shabby from Home Fabrics.  In the main bathroom,  

the slate tiles on the bathroom vanity were replaced with marble-look 

tiles from M Squared.
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SOURCES Amatuli amatuli.co.za By Dezign Interiors bydezign.co.za Entrepo entrepo.co.za Hertex hertex.co.za Home Fabrics hf.co.za  

M Squared msquared.co.za Mike Parsons 082 659 1380 Mr Price Home mrphome.com NetDécor netdecor.co.za Stuart Graham 

stuartgraham.co.za Times Two Flooring timestwoflooring.co.za U&G Fabrics ugfabrics.co.za Wallpaper Inn wallpaperinn.co.za

Get the look
Shades of aqua and teal give this dining 

room a peaceful atmosphere  
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Originally a triple garage, the spacious 

entertaining area opens onto the 

garden’s lower-level patio and pool area. 

The wallpaper is Mock Grass Cloth from 

the Wallpaper Inn and the scatter cushions 

on the sofa feature O’koi from U&G Fabrics.

Love Home large 

stoneware tapered 

vase, R399,95, Entrepo.

Wallpaper, Peony 

Place-Bird Cage 

Walk, R2 075 per roll,  

Home Fabrics.

Wallpaper, Tahiti-Rattan, 

R1 827 per roll, Hertex.

Ceramic cut-out 

lantern, R99,99,  

Mr Price Home.

Blue and green decorative 

seltzer bottles, R285 each, 

NetDécor.



In full viewIn full view

For complete control of light, ventilation and 
privacy, AMERICAN shutters has the widest 
range of quality timber and security shutters 
on the market.
Manufactured and installed to exacting standards, our shutters 
and blinds are ideal for any space in the home, from living 
rooms to bedrooms, kitchens to bathrooms, or patios to braai 
rooms. Available in various styles, shapes, finishes and 
eco-friendly material, let AMERICAN shutters lighten up your life.

LIGHTEN UP
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rooms that pamper the soul

This year, treat yourself to a space that’ll give you more 

me-time, quality time with your family or allow you  

to start and end the day on a high note. Here are  

three stylish examples

A SOCIABLE KITCHEN
Design your kitchen so you can spend 

more quality time with your family, 

whether cooking, watching TV or just 

grabbing a cup of coffee

Three essential elements: A large 

multifunctional island, a work station 

and a sitting area with a TV.

How this sociable space was achieved:

Having lived with a kitchen consisting 

of a number of disjointed areas, this 

Cape Town couple asked architect Alex 

Stewart (pictured) to design them a 

large, comfortable kitchen-cum-living 

Sweet
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area where they could spend time with 

their two young daughters. 

The design challenge was to “reframe 

the spaces, and to get an easy f low,” 

explains Alex. His solution was to create 

a centrepiece for the room in the form 

of a long island that serves as a hub for 

family activities. It has a table fitted at 

one end for dining, providing a place 

for the family to congregate. On the 

practical side it has plenty of work 

surface for food preparation plus loads  

of storage space hidden behind frosted 

glass doors. Sleek cabinetry keeps the 

look clean and uncluttered.

The focal point of the sitting area, 

furnished with a generous sofa and 

armchairs, is the TV, which forms part 

of the display of art. Set to one side is a 

desk and computer for homework and 

catching up with paperwork. 

Wooden f loors, attractive lighting 

and built-in appliances help to establish 

this as a family space for relaxing and 

socialising and not just for cooking.

Cushions and throw from Mavromac, 

table mats, baskets, milk jug and salad 

bowl from L’Orangerie.  �

SOURCES Alex Stewart 021 424 2989 or 

alexstewart.co.za L’Orangerie 021 674 4284 

Mavromac mavromac.co.za
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A PRIVATE SANCTUARY 
Those with busy lives and active families 

know that a private space where you can 

enjoy a little me-time is a necessity

Three essential elements: A restful 

colour scheme, comfortable seating for 

relaxing and a desk where you can work 

without interruption.

How this quiet refuge was achieved:

To create a room where they could each have 

quiet time away from the usual hurly-burly 
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SOURCES Cécile & Boyd cecileandboyds.com Cemcrete cemcrete.co.za 

Plumbago 031 303 8730 Taryn Flanagan Interiors 083 792 3285 or  

facebook.com/TarynFlanaganInteriors

of family life, Shayne and Sonja Cadman  

of Durban took a second look at a 

ramshackle outbuilding on their property. 

As it had the advantage of being 

completely separate from the house, 

it proved ideal. They gutted it, laid a 

Cemcrete floor and installed stacking doors 

across the side adjacent to the garden. 

Then they asked interior designer Taryn 

Flanagan (pictured) to help them furnish 

it. “We wanted this room to be smart and 

elegant and not a playroom for the children.” 

To make it suitable for relaxing and working, 

Taryn included a sitting area, a desk and 

built-in shelves housing a television. 

She used existing furniture, like the 

wingback chairs and rattan sofa, and 

added a modern lamp, a large mirror and 

raw wood coffee and side tables to pull it 

all together. “Although it’s an adult room, 

the kids aren’t banned so we included 

some floor pillows that can be pulled  

up to the coffee table so they can sit  

and draw,” adds Taryn. 

Shayne and Sonja are delighted with 

their grown-up, me-time space. “It’s 

calm, uncluttered and stylish – ideal for 

unwinding,” they say.

Lamp from Plumbago, mirror from 

Taryn Flanagan Interiors and coffee and 

side tables from Cécile & Boyd.  �
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A LUXE BEDROOM AND 
BATHROOM 
Start and end the day in an area that 

pampers the senses

Three essential elements: Sufficient  

privacy, a soothing, neutral palette and  

a double vanity.

How this subtle luxe look was achieved:

The owners of this renovated Johannesburg 

home had in mind a large suite that would 

provide a retreat at the end of a long day. 

Their renovations resulted in the ideal space 

– a large open-plan area with exposed rafters 

and a romantic atmosphere.

To divide the space into bedroom and 

bathroom areas and give the bathroom 

some privacy, a screen wall was built against 

which the toilet enclosure was constructed. 

Decorator Claire Frost Fabcoted the wall 
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with Leaf from Mavromac to give the bed 

more impact and used the same fabric to 

cover a comfortable armchair made by Petite 

Designs. “I kept to whites and neutrals 

adding green tones to give an elegant 

freshness rather than a cloying prettiness. 

The window treatments were kept very 

simple, with generous linen curtains in the 

bedroom and plain white roller blinds in 

the bathroom,” she explains.

In the bathroom section, a double 

vanity similar to those in luxe hotel suites 

makes early morning preparations easier 

while reflective materials – glass, chrome 

and an oversized mirror – carry through 

the light, airy feel.

“The end result is classic, clean and not 

too fussy,” says Claire. “It’s definitely a suite 

conducive to relaxing and recharging.”

Bedside tables from Miller’s Antiques, 

bedside lamps from Highthorn. The 

bathroom mirror was made by Da  

Vinci Glass.  
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SOURCES Claire Frost 083 449 2653 Da Vinci 

Glass davinciglass.co.za Fabcote Installations 

fabcote.co.za Highthorn highthorn.co.za 

Mavromac mavromac.co.za Miller’s Antiques 

011 402 4757 Petite Designs petitedesign.co.za
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shopping

The classic nautical look – red, white and 

blue with rope detail – is back, so add a 

little coastal chic to your home

sailor

French red stripe fabric, 

R120/m, Da Gama Textiles.

Medium brass compass 

clock, R650, Vintage Vista.

Grés Stoneware 250ml teacups, R395 

each (including saucer), Pezula Interiors.

Blue storage box,  

R258, Santos.

Anchor-pattern cushion cover,  

from R220, Zana.

HELLO
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SOURCES Boardmans boardmans.co.za Da Gama dagama.co.za 

Hertex hertex.co.za Pezula Interiors pezulainteriors.co.za  

Santos santos.co.za Vintage Vista vintagevista.co.za  

Woolworths woolworths.co.za Zana zanaproducts.co.za

Deckchair in red and blue, 

R1 790, Pezula Interiors.

Beach Houses fabric, 

R120/m, Da Gama Textiles.

Norway, Lokken fabric, 

R365/m, Hertex.

Blue and red striped porcelain 

bowl, R49,95, Woolworths.

Circular distressed mirror,  

R2 400, Vintage Vista.

Private Collection 

Nautical beach towel, 

R299,95, Boardmans.
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quick updates

New year,
NEW LOOK

Tired of your living room? Kirsten Di Clemente  

and Brenda Payne from Slate Interiors show how  

easy it is to update the decor and colour scheme just 

by changing a few key accessories
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COPPER AND CORAL 
The mood: warm and inviting

The look: “Rose gold and copper are hot 

colours at the moment, so we sourced 

beaten-copper elements and enhanced 

them with coral-pink accents to create 

a trendy yet liveable look. We selected 

velvet in copper and pink shades for 

the scatters, as this fabric always adds a 

touch of luxury. Take the look one step 

further with woven grasscloth wallpaper 

above the dado rail.”   �

W
e used a classic neutral 

sofa as the starting 

point for creating three 

distinct looks,” explain 

decor fundis Kirsten Di Clemente and 

Brenda Payne of Slate Interiors. When 

choosing a sofa, opt for one in a neutral 

hard-wearing fabric rather than a trendy 

design that’ll date quickly, advises the 

team. “You can then change the look by 

adding accessories. The obvious way is 

with scatter cushions and objets d’art. To 

add an extra layer of interest, turn the wall 

treatment into a feature by adding a dado 

rail and painting the top and bottom in 

different colours or by wallpapering one of 

the sections.”

Sofa covered in Loom - Linen fabric by 

Home Fabrics. Rug by Hertex. Chivasso 

Monsoon wallpaper by Home Fabrics, 

scatter with beading detail, light-pink 

velvet scatter in York 31 by U&G Fabrics, 

copper-hued velvet scatter in Canyon by 

Home Fabrics, copper-finish side table, 

all Slate Interiors. Copper anglepoise 

lamp, beaten copper bowl, and Karlsson 

clock, all The Light Shed.
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CHOCOLATE AND CREAM
The mood: tribal chic

The look: “Instead of using black and white, we chose a more 

contemporary chocolate and cream palette. To create a richly 

layered setting with tribal undertones, we added patterned 

fabrics and unusual touches like leather corners on one of 

the scatters and African woven baskets against the walls, and 

swapped the side tables for a pair of rusty-looking ones.”

Coloured glass vase, scatter in Home Fabrics Loom - Linen with 

leatherette corners in Casual Chic, Chesterfield, Cocoa by Home 

Fabrics, plain scatter in Relax, Victory, Linen by Home Fabrics, 

patterned scatter in Carlucci Nomande by Home Fabrics, all Slate 

Interiors. Side table, La Grange Interiors. Beads, Weylandts. Square 

lamp and base, knitted throw, woven white baskets, all The 

Gatehouse at Mavromac.
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TEAL AND FRESH GREEN
The mood: cool and tropical

The look: “This fun ensemble was inspired by UK fashion 

designer Matthew Williamson’s new botanical fabric range and has 

a fresh conservatory feel to it. Although we added quirky elements 

like the parrot lamp base and mirror, we restricted the accessories 

to white, so that the scatter cushion fabrics take centre stage.”  

Teal scatter in Velvet Couture Scuba by Home Fabrics, tropical-

pattern scatter in Matthew Williamson Bird of Paradise from 

Home Fabrics, mint patterned scatter in Designers Guild Zeno 

Pale Jade from Home Fabrics, mirror, all Slate Interiors. White 

glass-top table and ceramic parrot lamp, both Block & Chisel. 

White vase, Studio W at Woolworths. Aqua print box,  

The Light Shed.

SOURCES Block & Chisel blockandchisel.co.za Hertex hertex.co.za Home Fabrics hf.co.za La Grange Interiors lagrangeinteriors.co.za  

Slate Interiors brenda@slateinteriors.co.za or 082 748 1647, kirsten@slateinteriors.co.za or 078 431 3323 Studio W woolworths.co.za  

The Gatehouse at Mavromac thegatehouse.co.za The Light Shed lightshed.co.za U&G Fabrics ugfabrics.co.za Weylandts weylandts.co.za
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TOP NOTCH
“My home office is a very interactive space that accommodates 

all aspects of work and family life,” says interior designer 

Nicolette Watson-Blair of Don’t Design. But this wasn’t always 

the case. When her workspace started to take over the family 

living room, Nicolette knew it was time to make a plan. With no 

possibility of expanding the ground floor of her three-bedroom 

cluster home in Jo’burg, the only option was to go up. 

Accessed by a metal spiral staircase, the open-plan workspace 

includes an office and a meeting area as well as an informal 

living area. Nicolette, with the help of her sister and business 

partner, Marjorie Davidson, gave the space an unusual 

industrial edge with high-tension wire balustrades, exposed 

sliding cabinet tracks and a raw-steel staircase. 

Floor-to-ceiling stacking doors ensure views of the 

neighbouring golf course and tree-lined perimeter. “We love 

how the space is bathed in light and fresh air when the doors 

are wide open,” says Nicolette.

home offices

Struggling to find a space for 

a home office? Here are some 

clever ways to create a work area 

in your house
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DOUBLE DUTY
“Not only do I love crafting, I run a playschool from home so my 

paperwork, wool, paint and stationery are always dotted around the 

house,” says Michelle Bumberry of Durban. To solve this problem she 

decided to use her guest room as a home office. On one side of the 

room, a single bed ensures there’s space for guests while a trestle table 

(a door on trestle legs from Builders Warehouse and painted in Annie 

Sloan Chalk Paint) provides a spacious surface for crafting and admin. 

A series of files covered in duck-egg blue, stone and white gift wrap 

from Woolworths was the impetus for the room’s cool colour scheme. 

Pretty touches like a clay protea that Michelle made herself and clever 

storage ideas such as jars to house balls of wool and crates, which fit on 

the cross bars of the table, ensure that the room is both inviting and 

organised. “I have two sons, so this room has become a bit of a girly 

retreat as well,” she says. “I love to escape here and get creative.”  �
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THE WHITE STUFF
An all-white palette makes Tim and Donna Tanner’s home office  

a tranquil space for settling down to work. “This was originally  

a bathroom,” says Donna, a Durban interior designer, “but when  

we renovated the house we decided it would be the ideal spot for  

an office.” 

A wall in the stairwell was removed to create an open landing and 

the small window was replaced by a set of tall French doors which 

frame a view of the garden and swimming pool. The monochrome 

space is far from bland, as Donna has cleverly mixed contemporary 

pieces like the glass trestle table with more classic items like the 

wicker peacock chair, a gift from her aunt. Boxes, file holders and a 

set of floating shelves provide enough storage space to ensure that the 

room is always clean and uncluttered – essential in a space which is 

in full view.  

CLEARED FOR LANDING
“The landing at the top of our staircase was just a wasted space, so 

it was the perfect spot for a home office and homework area for my 

son,” says owner Liezl Alder. She called in Leigh Went from Belong 

Interiors in Durban to help create a work space that would be stylish 

and sophisticated as there’s no door to close it off from view. 

“The wallpaper, Allison by Thibaut from St Leger & Viney, was 

the starting point for a tranquil blue and white colour scheme,” says 

Leigh. The long narrow desk ensures that there’s enough room for 

Liezl to sit next to her son and help with homework. 

“The blue ceramic stools make the perfect perch and also enhance 

the decor,” adds Leigh. The desk, ceramic stools, mirror and lamp 

are all from Belong Interiors while the chair is from Mr Price 

Home. The finishing touch is the framed feature on the Alders’ 

house in Garden and Home.

SOURCES Annie Sloan anniesloansa.co.za Belong Interiors 

belong.co.za Builders Warehouse builders.co.za Donna Tanner 

donnatanner.co.za Don’t Design dontdesign.co.za Mr Price 

Home mrphome.com St Leger & Viney stleger.co.za Woolworths 

woolworths.co.za
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*TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 1. Standard terms and conditions apply. 2. An SMS costs R1,50. Errors will be billed and free SMSes do not apply. 3. Entries close on 28 February 2015.  

4. It is not mandatory to supply your e-mail address with your entry. 5. Offer valid for SA residents only. 6. The getaway includes meals and game drives. It excludes travel, and any  

other expenses not mentioned are for the winner’s own account. 7. To comply with the Consumer Protection Act, the winners must supply their ID numbers. A maximum of 10 entries 

will be accepted per ID number. 8. The prizes are not transferable and cannot be converted to cash. 

WE’RE GIVING AWAY…

 Escape into the wilderness at 

ENTRY CODE: KAPAMA

ONE OF SIX HAMPERS FROM NOMINATION VALUED 

AT R2 700 EACH As delicate as a dessert, Nomination’s 

MyBonBons collection includes necklaces, earrings, rings 

and bracelets in classic stainless steel chains or with 

colourful leather straps. Each piece of jewellery is adorned 

with sweet shapes and delicious designs which reveal  

the radiance of 18k gold and shiny stainless steel. 

Nomination’s iconic gold letters return to take centre  

stage in this range, and the wide range of designs  

means you can find the perfect trinket for anyone with  

this collection. ENTRY CODE: BONBON

CONTACTS Kapama River Lodge kapama.com or 0861 527 262 Nomination nomination.com or tregerbrands.co.za (local distributor)

To stand a chance of 

winning these great prizes, 

SMS* the entry code (e.g. 

KAPAMA), your name and 

e-mail address to 48406. 

An SMS costs R1,50, errors 

will be billed and free 

SMSes don’t apply

fabulous freebies



SA Garden and Home magazine @SAGardenandHome sagardenandhome sagardenandhome 

GARDENANDHOME.CO.ZA

SO MANY REASONS 
TO VISIT US ONLINE 

THIS SUMMER

Delicious summer 

salad recipes,

inspiring home makeovers,

step-by-step gardening 

guides and much more…
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organising your home

Disappearing under piles of paper? Can’t find 

anything in the kitchen? We asked experts Candice 

Koller of Candice Woodward Interiors and Isabelle 

de Grandpre of Neat Freak for advice on taming 

the messiest rooms in the house

POLICE

THE

KITCHENS
The biggest mistakes:

Displaying appliances like the microwave or toaster as well as cluttering the counters. 

Another one is overstuffed drawers.

Solution:

 Hide your small appliances behind a roller shutter door. 

 Pack everything in cupboards so that you can keep counters clear. If there isn’t enough 

space get rid of unused items.

 You don’t need to make big changes; something as small as a spice rack, a big jug for all 

your wooden spoons or a small kitchen island on wheels can alleviate clutter and look good.

 Use glass cabinets or open shelves to store crockery you use every day and really 

special pieces.

PROBLEM AREAS: kitchens, 
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TV ROOMS
The biggest mistakes:

Displaying too many photos and accessories and not having a 

designated place for books and magazines. 

Solution:

 Collect the best of your framed photographs and hang them on a 

wall in a group. This makes a fantastic focal point and a wonderful 

conversation starter.

 Use baskets and have a trunk or toy box as a coffee table so that it 

can be used as an additional storage space. Have a shelf unit custom 

made for storing and displaying items.

 For my home, I designed a low unit with a sliding door (pictured 

above) behind which are files, wrapping paper and anything else 

that needs to be hidden away. There’s space for books and kids’ toys 

are kept in easily accessible baskets.  �

BEDROOMS
The biggest mistakes:

Opting for small bedside tables when the room can accommodate 

larger ones and trying to fit everything into a small linen cupboard.  

Solution:

 Use a large chest of drawers as a bedside table. This lets you store 

extra clothing to free up space in your built-in cupboard.

 Keep stackable plastic boxes at the bottom of your cupboard  

for the linen that you seldom use, but choose prettier containers for 

items that you need access to often – especially if they’re  

on display. 

 In small rooms, mount shelves in the corners which are often  

dead spaces.
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SPARE ROOMS
The biggest mistake:

Dumping items on the bed and in cupboards. 

Solution:

 Think of this as a multifunctional space. Buy a bed with 

built-in drawers in the base or space for baskets to be stored 

underneath. Instead of a table, use bedside cabinets which can  

be used for storage. 

 Leave a single shelf empty for guests and plan your storage 

according to what you want to stash away. Hanging space can  

be very useful for oddly shaped items like wrapping paper.

 Vacuum pack winter linen and coats and store them in the  

top cupboards where they take up little space.

 Invest in clear boxes for seldom-used items so you can easily  

see where they are.

GARAGES
The biggest mistake:

Items are stored in no particular order or area, making them 

difficult to find.  

Solution:

 Remove everything from the garage and toss duplicates and 

unwanted items.

 Don’t keep items which are no longer usable, like old paint that 

has dried out.

 Decide where different groups of items will go: sports 

equipment, garden tools, DIY materials. Plan the most efficient 

way of storing these items, like the My Garage shelf kit with 

sliding baskets pictured above.

 Get things off the floor. Mount a metal pegboard (chipboard 

doesn’t last) and shelves. When building shelves, buy brackets that 

can take the load as items stored in the garage are often heavy.

 Use every nook and cranny. Mount racks or hooks on the 

ceiling or the wall above the garage door for seldom-used items. 

 Clear plastic boxes will help you find items quickly.

PROBLEM AREAS: 
garages, spare rooms and 
home offices, says Isabelle 
de Grandpre of Neat Freak 
Isabelle’s general tips:

 Clear your schedule and send the kids 

to friends for the day. Clearing out takes 

longer than you’d expect.

 Getting organised doesn’t mean buying 

boxes. Pull everything out and then consider how to store 

items. Could it hang rather than take up space on a shelf?  

Make a list of storage items you need. And make sure they’ll  

fit in your cupboards.

 Complete one space before moving on to another.

 Commit to doing regular clean-outs to keep on top of clutter.



SOURCES Anatomy Design anatomydesign.co.za Candice 

Woodward Interiors cwinteriors.co.za Milestone Kitchens 

milestonekitchens.co.za My Garage mygarage.co.za Neat Freak 

neatfreak.co.za Nevada Furniture nevadafurniture.co.za  

SHF shf.co.za Trade Secret trade-secret.co.za

HOME OFFICES
The biggest mistake:

Making the desk a repository for piles of unfiled and  

disorganised papers. 

Solution:

 Treat your home office as though it was actually an office. Get a 

desk and a filing cabinet. If you don’t have space for a filing cabinet, 

buy a small home filer that will fit into a cupboard.

 Implement a system for dealing with home admin, legal documents 

and other paperwork. A wall-mounted document holder takes care of 

papers in the short term so the desk is kept clear.

 Designate a place for cables and chargers and use cable ties to keep 

them tidy if they’re not used regularly. 

 Cut out the serial numbers on appliance and electronics boxes 

and store them with the instruction manual and software disc in  

a Ziploc bag. 

 If your office doubles as a craft area, use wall space by using hooks 

and mounting magnetic strips to store crafting tools and ensure you 

have smaller boxes to store bits and bobs.

 Increase your cupboard space with hanging shelves that can be 

affixed to the underside of existing shelves.  

Ikea wall shelf, 

R1 399, Nevada 

Furniture. 

English Elegance grocery cupboard, 

R16 419, Milestone Kitchens. 

White 16-drawer wooden  

chest, R5 600, SHF.

MH bookshelf, R17 000,  

Anatomy Design. 

Country Farmhouse kitchen 

dresser with mesh doors,  

R24 995, Trade Secret.

GET SORTED 
Keep control of clutter with these storage solutions

Horizontal bike hook, R314,  

My Garage.
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inspiring before and after

treatment
A few glam touches took 

this dining room from bland 

to spectacular

Five-star

BEFORE

A mirrored cabinet by Couch + Interiors 

now has pride of place in the formerly drab 

dining room. The rug is from Hertex and the 

chandelier from Chandeliers and More.
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“OUR DINING ROOM WAS really 

quite ordinary,” recall Noku and Ezra 

Masenya, who recently moved into a 

house on a Durban golf estate with their 

daughter Itumeleng. In addition to lacking 

personality, the room featured a wall with 

an awkwardly placed, protruding column.

HOW THIS SPACE WENT FROM 

BORING TO BEAUTIFUL “We 

already had a table and server which we 

loved and we added a crystal chandelier. 

But my dream was to have statement chairs 

and to do something about the wall which 

was so strangely designed that we couldn’t 

even hang art,” explains Noku. 

To the rescue came Liesl Heath and 

Maryanne Taylor from Couch + Interiors 

who designed new chairs with a modern 

shape and upholstered them in Marlow 

Doe Skin from Romo Fabrics and 

Wallcoverings on the back and a plain one 

on the front to inject a contemporary feel. 

SOURCES Chandeliers and More 

crystalgallery.co.za Couch + Interiors 

couchinteriors.co.za Hertex hertex.co.za 

Romo Fabrics and Wallcoverings  

romo.com

To disguise the column in the wall, they 

came up with a built-in floor-to-ceiling 

cabinet. “It’s fully functional and has 

plenty of storage space plus it hides the 

column,” they explain. To give it the wow 

factor, the façade was clad with mirror 

with trellis detailing and it’s now the focal 

point of the room. 

Noku prefers calm spaces with muted 

colours so Liesl and Maryanne kept to a 

neutral palette. Wallpaper with a touch of 

shimmer adds the final glitzy element to the 

room and a rug from Hertex gives warmth 

and anchors the furniture.

“NOW MY DINING ROOM IS, 

quite simply, me,” says Noku. “I love its 

elegance and sophistication. Coincidentally, 

it resembles a room I admired at Bergdorf 

Goodman in New York. To my amazement, 

Liesl and Maryanne managed to capture 

its mood without having seen it, simply by 

taking time to understand my taste.”  

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 

LEFT:  An interior window to the 

staircase lets in light and creates a link 

between the two.  Noku, Ezra and 

Itumeleng enjoy high tea in their dining 

room.  The cabinet also provides 

useful storage space for glassware. 

Visit our website  
for more makeovers 

gardenandhome.co.za

MORE 

MAKEOVERS
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upcycling project

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:
An old coffee table, 60-grit sandpaper,  

jig saw, drill and 5mm drill bit, 2 clean 

paint brushes, universal undercoat, 

15 buttons covered in fabrics of your 

choice, fabric off-cuts, 22cm-thick foam, 

white PVA, mattress needle, heavy-duty 

polyester thread or string, staple gun 

and staples, binding and glue gun, or 

upholstery studs and a hammer. 

Inspired by some fabric off-cuts 

that were too lovely to throw away, 

interior decorator Joanne Roelofsz 

transformed an old coffee table into 

a bright and cheerful ottoman

DIY in a day

match
BEFORE

PREPARING AND 
UPHOLSTERING  
THE OTTOMAN:
1. Sand down the base of the table and the 

legs with 60-grit sandpaper to remove any 

old varnish or paint.

2. Trim the overhang of the table top with 

a jig saw so that it’s flush with the base  

of the table.

3. Using a 5mm drill bit, drill holes into 

the top of the table where you want to 

position the buttons. Joanne used three 

rows of five, starting 15cm from the edge 

and spacing them 15cm apart.

4. Apply a coat of universal undercoat  

to the table base and legs.

5. Sew together the patches of fabric you 

have chosen, making sure the size of the 

total fabric is big enough to cover the  

foam with an extra 10cm on all sides.
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SOURCE Joanne Roelofsz 082 342 7379

6. Once the undercoat has dried 

completely, use a clean paint brush to 

paint the table base and legs with a colour 

of your choice. Joanne opted for white.

7. Position the patchwork fabric over the 

foam so that each side has an equal hang.

8. Place the foam on the table.

9. Thread the mattress needle with the 

polyester thread or string making sure it’s 

long enough to be sewn through the foam.

10. From the underside of the foam, push 

the needle through and into the loop at 

the back of the button.

11. Push it back through the fabric and 

foam into the hole on the table.

12. Pull the string tight so that the button 

pulls into the foam and is as deep as you 

want it to be from the top. 

13. Use the staple gun to staple the thread 

or string to the underside of the table.

14. Tuck the material under the foam and 

staple the folded edge of the material into 

the side of the base.

15. You can cover the stapled seam with 

fabric piping or braid attached using a glue 

gun, or cover the seam with upholstery 

studs knocked in with a hammer.  

TIP: If you’re worried about messy 

mistakes, you can send your ottoman 

to a professional upholsterer to complete  

the final step.   

special offer 

Subscribe to

COUNTRY LIFE

or renew now and get  
a subscription to

This month take advantage of 

our special Valentine’s Day offer

Both 12-month 

subscriptions  

only R360

Both 6-month 

subscriptions  

only R180

SUBSCRIBING IS EASY – CHOOSE FROM  
THESE 5 OPTIONS:

SMS the words  

“CAXTON GH”  

to 33115

An SMS costs  

R1,50

Call 011 473 8700  

NOW with your 

credit card 

details or to 

arrange a debit 

order

Make your cheque 

out to RNA Subs and 

post it to Garden and 

Home Subs, Freepost  

JHZ1135, Box 725,  

Maraisburg  

1700

EFT or Direct Deposit into  

FNB Trade Service 657,  

branch code 25 46 55 00, 

account no. 621 049 27259 

using your surname and 

subs no. or contact no. as 

a reference,  

then fax details to  

0867 566 374Subscribe online at www.gardenandhome.co.za  

or www.subs.RNAD.co.za or e-mail  

gardenandhomesubs@RNAD.co.za

T

he best way to ensure you never miss 

a single copy of your much-loved 

gardening and decor magazine is to 

subscribe. Garden and Home is packed 

with ideas for keeping 

your home and garden 

looking beautiful, plus 

there are always loads of 

giveaways and prizes to 

be won. In this month of 

love we’re offering you a 

gift for a special friend or 

family member as well. By 

taking out a subscription 

to Garden and Home or 

renewing an existing one, 

you’ll also receive a free 

subscription to Country  

Life to send to the person  

of your choice. 

Terms and conditions: 1. This offer is valid for SA residents and hard copy subscribers only, and expires on 28 February 

2015. 2. All current subscribers and those who purchase a 12-month or six-month subscription to Garden and Home 

before this offer expires will get an extra 12-month or six-month subscription to Country Life as a gift for a friend 

or relative. 3. Please allow three weeks for processing. 4. For foreign subscriptions, phone +27 (0)11 473 8700. 5. All 

subscription refunds will incur a R15 admin fee. 
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the green room

SIT BACK 

& Rela x
R&R is vital in this day and age. To feel as 

though you’re on holiday all year round, 

invest in some relaxing outdoor seating

Dedon Orbit daybed from Cane 

Time; side table from Cécile & Boyd. 

Decor: Lisa Walters.



HOME IS WHERE THE 
HOLIDAY IS
Durban decorator Lisa Walters of Lisa 

Walters Interiors gives some pointers 

on how to keep a holiday feeling going in your outdoor 

living area.

 Use accessories in bright, cheerful colours to create  

a holiday vibe.

 Look for portable seating like a daybed with wheels so you 

can chase the sun.

 Choose seating with a built-in canopy to provide shade on 

the hottest days. If you’d rather not have a built-in canopy, 

consider a pretty gazebo or pergola.

 Decking has a relaxed feel reminiscent of seaside resorts.  

It’s also durable.

 Include a side table near your daybed to ensure that a cold 

drink or some reading material are within easy reach.  

SOURCES Cane Time canetime.com Cécile & Boyd cecileandboyds.com Creative Living creative-living.co.za Lisa Walters Interiors  

lisa@lisawaltersinteriors.co.za Mobelli mobelli.co.za Mr Price Home mrphome.com Patio Life patio-life.co.za Patio Warehouse 

patiowarehouse.co.za Pezula Interiors pezulainteriors.co.za Weylandts weylandts.co.za

Pyramid-shaped daybed (incl. base both 

sides and curtain), R36 999, Mobelli.

Black and white deckchair,  

R1 790, Pezula Interiors.

Double hammock, R299,99, 

Mr Price Home.

Aura swivel wicker daybed  

(excl. cushions), R17 500, Mobelli.

Cora hanging chair (incl. cushions), 

R4 900, Patio Warehouse.

Teardrop daybed  

(incl. cushions), R19 990, 

Creative Living.

Carmen round lounger, 

R13 990, Patio Life.

Kai pod chair,  

R8 495, Weylandts.

gardenandhome.co.za  |  FEBRUARY      
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Anything

Consisting of a number of 

‘rooms’, this pretty country 

garden in the heart of Sandton, 

Gauteng, has flowers in bloom 

almost all year round
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sandton garden 

Who lives here 
Niall and Julie-Anne Hegarty and their three children Michael (12), Ella Rose (7) 

and Jack (5), and their two dogs, Diesel, a Weimaraner, and Murphy, a beagle.

The garden 
A 4 500m² informal garden with a pool, an outdoor living area, a natural rock 

pond and a potager. 

N

iall and Julie-Anne Hegarty’s 

dream was to have a garden 

with many vistas and 

beautiful spaces to enjoy all 

year round, and their large 4 500m² 

Sandton property gave them the scope to 

achieve this. “We wanted a garden filled 

with colour, paths and wonderful spaces 

in which to sit,” recalls Niall. 

To help them achieve this, they called 

in award-winning landscape designer 

Craig de Necker of The Friendly Plant. 

“This garden has evolved over a number 

of years,” explains Craig. “My first 

meeting with Niall and Julie-Anne was 

initially about designing a bed on the 

left of the driveway, and once that was 

done, we moved onto other sections of 

the garden, including the main garden, 

the swimming pool and pond and 

we established a potager as well as a 

children’s garden. The informal design 

and loose country style allows for plenty 

of variety and contrasting textures.”

“When we started, there were many 

more trees in the front garden. We 

reluctantly removed a couple and 

thinned out others to let in more  ��

OPPOSITE PAGE: Reshaped to ensure stunning vistas, this spacious garden offers plenty of 

places in which to enjoy the outdoors. THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  The 

main feature alongside the driveway is a pathway made up of a series of paved circles, each 

with its own focal point.  Julie-Anne Hegarty with Ella Rose, Jack and Diesel, a Weimaraner. 

 Under the trees, clipped topiary dot this bed edged with Acorus gramineus ‘Golden Edge’. 
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TOP TO BOTTOM:  Seating gives character 

and focus to many spaces in the garden. 

 Simple landscaping features like a tall lamp 

and a birdbath add interest to the curving beds 

in the front garden.

light,” explains Niall. “The area around 

the driveway was soulless featuring 

a few lonely agapanthus. We wanted 

something eye-catching with more 

colour and variety as this is the part you 

see every time you leave or enter.” As 

there was space next to the driveway, in 

addition to the large bed, Craig added 

a pathway that runs along it. “This is 

made up of a number of paved circles, 

each with a different feature – a pot, 

a bench and a hanging basket chair 

suspended from a large oak tree at the 

end of the driveway. The curves on the 

left of the driveway were repeated in the 

garden on the right, resulting in a sense 

of balance,” explains Craig.
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They then moved onto the front garden. 

“We started by replanting the bare spots, 

repositioning plants that weren’t in the 

right place and bringing in roses, foxgloves, 

hebes, phormiums, hydrangeas and azaleas 

among the greenery for colour and texture. 

The overall effect is that the whole garden 

is in bloom and adding Acorus gramineus 

‘Golden Edge’ as an edging plant 

pulls everything together,” says Craig. 

Cobblestone edging not only finishes the 

beds and accentuates their shape but also 

acts as a barrier, keeping grass out.

“One of the areas we were really 

excited about was around the pool,” 

says Niall. “We wanted a comfortable 

outdoor entertaining space with a view 

from here across to the pond.” Craig 

and his team thinned out the overgrown 

plants to reveal the existing natural rock 

pond next to the pool and redesigned 

the planting using mainly indigenous 

plants such as Chondropetalum tectorum, 

Zantedeschia aethiopica, Heteropyxis 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 

 Comfortable seating with stylish cushions 

makes the poolside area inviting.  A low 

fieldstone-clad wall provides seating next to 

the firepit.  Water-loving plants and grasses 

line the natural rock pond and waterfall.

natalensis, Strelitzia reginae and 

Cyrtanthus breviflorus. 

“We paved the area next to the pond 

and added a fireplace and gas braai. This 

patio is shaded by trees, making it  ��
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ideal for relaxing on hot summer days. 

We also replaced the original pool 

paving and added a living area at the 

end of the pool with a firepit and a low 

fieldstone-clad wall,” explains Craig. 

Niall loved the idea of a potager where 

he could plant herbs and veggies and 

fortunately there was unused space next 

to the tennis court that was ideal. “As 

the land slopes down from the house, we 

designed the potager on two levels with 

steps to link them,” says Craig. 

“A feature of the top section is a 

circular water feature which creates 

a very relaxing atmosphere.” This 

productive garden now provides the 

family with tasty pickings of mint, 

thyme, parsley, dill, peas, rhubarb, 

onions, tomatoes, chillies, peppers, 

lettuce, strawberries and granadillas.

As they occasionally need to bring in a 

trailer, a pathway was added to the lower 

level. “Niall wanted this to look very 

informal, so we used a combination of 

cobblestones, f lagstones, clay bricks and 

gravel so that it doesn’t look like a path,” 

says Craig.

Finally they turned their attention 

to the children’s garden next to the 

tennis court. “We chose salvias, 

hebes, plectranthus varieties and 

Murraya exotica for the beds, as well 

as camellias, Freylinia tropica, hibiscus 

and hydrangeas for behind the jungle 

gym and these will, in time, soften the 

boundary wall.” 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  

 A bench with pretty cushions is visible 

among the lush green planting in the front 

garden.  Mint, parsley, lavender, tomatoes 

and scented geranium thrive in the potager 

conveniently placed in an unused spot next 

to the tennis court.  The vibrant colour of 

poppies, celosia, gaillardia and scabiosa 

bring this bed next to the house to life.  

 “We wanted a garden filled with colour, 

paths and wonderful spaces in which to 

sit,” recalls Niall.  Intriguing pathways are  

a feature of the garden. Here, stone pavers 

set in verdant plantings encourage you  

to explore. 

SOURCE The Friendly Plant 

thefriendlyplant.co.za 
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solutions for small gardens 

Big ideas 
for

Living in the city is no excuse, with a few 

new ideas, anyone can turn a compact 

garden into a peaceful haven

URBAN 
GARDENS

T

he move to smaller homes 

and security estates with large 

houses and tiny properties 

means that gardeners have 

to cope with looming boundary walls, 

narrow passages and extreme heat or 

total shade. But don’t despair; here 

are 10 ways you can create a beautiful 

garden no matter how small it is.

CREATE ILLUSIONS
By using a few landscaping tricks, you 

can make a small garden appear much 

larger. Incorporating circular paved 

sections, like this one leading to a sitting 

area, establishes a visual f low so that the 

eye doesn’t register the narrow shape. 

This is a good idea for passages between 

the house and boundary wall.
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USE 
CONTAINERS
This is the best way to green 

paved areas. Don’t clutter 

them with too many small 

pots; rather make a statement 

with a few large containers 

planted with small shrubs, 

trees and roses. Don’t forget 

annuals which are ideal for 

adding seasonal colour like 

these in Jenny van Riet’s 

garden in Lonehill, Jo’burg. 

Outside your kitchen door, 

place small pots of herbs in 

sunny positions.

OUTDOOR LIVING 
It’s important to have an area you can 

use for entertaining or just relaxing 

with the family. Bomas and firepits 

have become increasingly popular as 

they give the impression of getting back 

to nature. It’s relatively simple to do. 

The site should be level and paved then 

build in seating, either with stone or 

bricks. A semicircular shape like this 

makes the most of a small space.

ABANDON THE LAWN
The first thing to consider in a small 

garden is whether you need a lawn. Not 

only can it be impractical to mow grass 

in a complex, you also have to find a 

place to store the mower. If you need 

a lawn for pets, retain a small area and 

turn the rest into beds for flowers and 

veggies and incorporate a gravelled space 

with a bench or a table and chairs.  �
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SCALE DOWN
Choose small trees and shrubs that are 

in proportion to the garden and don’t 

produce too much shade. Suitable trees 

for small gardens are yellow bauhinia, 

river indigo, pompon tree, tree wisteria, 

bladdernut, wild pear, lavender tree and 

wild olive. Shrubs come in different 

varieties and sizes so make sure you buy 

the smaller ones.  

TOPIARY RULES
As they take up less room and make 

small spaces more interesting, trees 

and shrubs clipped into lollipops, 

columns, balls, squares and spirals are 

a great choice for city gardens. Shrubs 

that lend themselves to topiary are 

rosemary, Duranta ‘Sheena’s Gold’, 

Abelia ‘Francis Mason’ and eugenia. 

GROW UP
Turn negatives like boundary 

walls into positives and train 

creepers over them to draw 

the eye upwards. Try fragrant 

climbers like star jasmine and 

climbing roses like ‘Starry 

Eyed’ and ‘Cecile Brunner’ 

on a trellis fixed to the wall. 

This will have a softening 

effect, make the garden 

cooler and provide fragrance 

in spring and summer. 
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PROVIDE DESTINATIONS
Even in small gardens, you can establish sitting areas to encourage you to visit all sections 

of the garden. A lovely idea is to place a birdfeeder in a tree at the end of the garden and a 

bench nearby so you can watch the antics of the birds.

FOCAL POINTS
To make a small garden more 

interesting, it’s important to have 

focal points. These could be obelisks, 

birdbaths, ponds and fountains, but 

the secret is not to overdo it. Too 

many features can be overwhelming. 

Stick to those that are in keeping with 

the style of your home, for example 

a pebble-lined pool in a natural 

garden and a formal fountain with a 

Georgian-style house.  

USE PATHWAYS
Another way to make your garden 

appear larger is to use curving 

pathways, giving the impression that 

it carries on beyond the curve as Jenny 

van Riet did here. Gravel, pebbles 

and bark chips are good materials for 

paths. Cover arches with climbers like 

clematis, star jasmine and petrea to 

draw the eye onwards and upwards.

Read more about urban 
orchards on our website
gardenandhome.co.za

ONLINE EXTRA
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ferns for the garden

The new tropical foliage trend in  

decor has resulted in a renewed 

interest in ferns

embrace

1
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T
he more ferns you discover, the more you’ll want and 

the more pleasure you’ll get. Don’t let the fact that they 

don’t flower put you off, they have many other desirable 

traits. Ferns vary tremendously in form, leaf shape and 

texture, some tall and elegant, others soft and feathery. For a 

cool relaxed look, combine ferns with other foliage plants or use 

them to highlight the bright colours of flowering shade lovers like 

impatiens, fuchsias and azaleas. 

Versatile plants, they can play many different roles: singly as 

feature plants, massed as a groundcover or to enhance an oriental 

and a woodland garden. They are a must for water features and 

will even grow in crevices in stone retaining walls. Most are 

evergreen but some are deciduous, and although they all need 

water, some need less than others.

6 OF THE BEST FERNS
1 BLECHNUM SPP. 

Indigenous Blechnum spp. with their curling fronds (crosiers or 

fiddles), are found along streams in mountains and in forests. They 

produce bold arching fronds, which when they first emerge, are 

tender and beautifully coloured, then turn green, thick and leathery. 

Strong growers, they need regular moisture. Sizes vary from 12cm–

1m high; the uncurling, narrow fronds which appear later are sterile. 

2 MAIDENHAIR FERN (ADIANTUM SPP.)

There are many forms of maidenhair fern with dainty, frothy 

filmy fronds and often wiry black stems or rachis. They thrive in a 

cool, moist position, love to be pot-bound, grow well indoors and 

reach about ankle high. Look out for Adiantum capillus-veneris 

2 3

‘Brilliant Else’, the multi-divided fronds of which are rose tinted 

when they first emerge.  

3 HOLLY FERN (CYRTOMIUM FALCATUM)

The large leaflets of the holly fern contrast well with the softer, 

light-green, more fragile-looking fronds of ferns like the lace fern 

(Microlepia speluncae). With their leathery leaves, they’re remarkably 

hardy and can withstand the odd dry period. They often reproduce 

from spores in gardens where moist conditions prevail.  �

AT A GLANCE
POSITION: Ferns are at their best in indirect light such as in cool 

shady areas under trees. Avoid positions where they’ll get full 

sun, harsh afternoon sun and deep shade.

SOIL: Incorporate plenty of humus, leaf mould or compost, 

coco/palm peat and even fine bark chips in the top 25–30cm of 

soil. A generous dusting of bonemeal is appreciated. Most prefer 

an acid medium. Remember to mulch.

WATER: While ferns need to be kept moist and should  

never be allowed to dry out; good drainage is essential  

to avoid waterlogging.

FERTILISE: Feed with slow-release products or organic liquid 

food like Seagro every two months during the growing season. 

PESTS: Scale and mealy bugs, particularly on indoor 

plants, caterpillars and occasionally snails and slugs. Ferns are 

sensitive to some pesticides; use according to the instructions.

FROST TOLERANCE: Varies from species to species.
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POINTS TO 
CONSIDER 
BEFORE BUYING

 Their size can vary from tall, 

statuesque tree ferns with trunks, 

which make them great feature 

plants, to tiny fragile-looking plants 

a few centimetres high.

 Frond colours include many 

shades of green to grey or yellow 

and variegated green and white. 

Don’t forget members of the 

Blechnum family and some 

maidenhairs, the new growth of 

which emerges in shades of apricot, 

pink and salmon. 

 Their growth habit. In some, rosettes of leaves rise up from a 

central crown; others have rhizomes that creep along the ground 

making them ideal as groundcovers; tree ferns have trunks 

giving height and stature to the garden and staghorn ferns thrive 

on tree trunks.

 Some ferns have been declared aliens or invaders. They include 

the common sword or Boston fern which has fishtail-like fronds.  

GROWING TIPS 
 Grow ferns in the shade of south-facing walls, on covered 

patios, along streams or ponds and in containers.

 Most ferns grow naturally in the wild where there’s a build-up 

of organic materials – especially leaf litter which provides a rich, 

moisture-retaining rooting medium. 

 They like high humidity as dry air can scorch their delicate 

fronds, but an automatic misting system can help alleviate this.

 Mulch in spring to keep soil cool and moist.

 They need little maintenance apart from removing fronds as 

they die back; use these as natural mulch.  

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING FERNS? 
Look for them in the shade plant section at garden centres or 

nurseries; you often find them among indoor plants at nurseries 

and supermarkets.

5
6

4

4 TREE FERN (CYATHEA SPP.)

Tree ferns give stature to the garden with their thin 

trunks topped with a feather duster of leaves. Mist 

their crowns and the aerial roots which make up their 

trunks. As some are more sun and frost tolerant than others, check 

with your local nursery for the best variety for your area. Although 

we have indigenous tree ferns, those from Australia and New 

Zealand like C. australis and the large C. brownii tend to be faster 

growing and more readily available. 

Some species need protection from frost in cold regions. In 

this case, simply wrap the fern up with hessian or bubble wrap; 

although it won’t die from frost, it will be severely damaged and 

may take time to regrow. 

5 VARIEGATED RIBBON FERN (PTERIS SPP.)

Members of this family, which have narrow, variegated ribbon-

like leaves, include the sword brake and tender brake ferns. 

Plant P. cretica ‘Albolineata’ (pictured) and spider brake  

(P. multifida) against a plain green background to show up 

their markings. They need regular watering, love humid 

conditions and can be grown in pots indoors and outside in 

indirect light. Size varies from one from to the next. 

6 KNYSNA FERN (RUMOHRA ADIANTIFORMIS)

This fern is also known as the leather or seven-week fern  

as it lasts that long when cut; it’s popular with f lorists.  

It has a creeping rhizome, dark foliage and is a handy knee-

high groundcover. It’s reliable, tolerant of some sun and not 

overly thirsty.   
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jo’burg garden

Suburban
Inspired by their home country, the 

owners of this Jo’burg garden used a 

large water feature as the key element 

Who lives here 
Ronald and Heather Mahon. 

The garden 
A suburban garden filled with low-maintenance, water-wise 

plants with a particular emphasis on grasses and cycads. 

SAFARI

W

hen Zimbabwean expat Ronald Mahon and his 

wife Heather moved into their Morningside 

home 10 years ago, they wanted to bring a bit of 

their home country with them. “I’ve a particular 

connection with the Victoria Falls, so I really wanted to design 

the garden around a large, natural water feature, making that the 

focal point,” says Heather.

Ronald began looking for a suitable landscaper to help with 

the design and implementation of their dream garden and came 
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across landscape designer Greg Tarr of Soul Space Exteriors, 

also an ex-Zimbabwean, who just happens to specialise in water 

features. “We connected very quickly and were on the same page 

from the start,” Greg explains. “Before moving to South Africa, I 

worked at our family-run landscaping firm based in Harare where 

we focussed on high-end lodges with loads of water features, and 

even though we didn’t use plants from Zimbabwe, this garden 

was a great opportunity to bring a feeling of Livingstone’s old 

stomping ground to suburban Jozi.”  �

THIS SPREAD, LEFT TO RIGHT:  A natural stone water feature 

is the focal point of the garden.  Grasses and grass-like plants in 

complementary shades feature throughout. Pink nerines burst into 

bloom in autumn to add seasonal interest. 
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FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:  The garden has a simple layout and 

was designed so that the water flows naturally down to the lowest 

point.  Ronald is passionate about cymbidium orchids and every 

winter they reward him with a riot of flowers.

“I knew I didn’t want a lawn,” says Ronald, “They’re a lot of 

work and just suck up water. I also inherited about 40 cycads 

with the house. I gave away about 10 but the other 30 needed 

to be placed in such a way that they blended into the overall 

landscape.” Greg brought in a bobcat to shape the mounds and 

dig out the water feature. “I had to bring in about 100m³ of top 

soil and compost,” he says. “With a relatively simple design such 

as this garden, there’s nowhere to hide any flaws so you have to 

get the structure spot on. You’ll notice that in nature water flows 

naturally to the lowest point like a valley. In a garden setting this 

also helps draw the eye down to the focal point.”  

Greg used as many of the existing plants as he could in the 

design, propagating plants like agapanthus by splitting them. “I 

still had to bring in about 5 000 plugs of mondo grass, 3 000 

Acorus ‘Gold’ and 3 000 aggies,” he says. 

“Having owned a large farm before immigrating to South 

Africa I know the importance of water,” says Ronald. “I installed 

rainwater harvesting tanks and solar panels to run the irrigation 

system. This not only saves money, it’s better for the environment; 

you’re also a lot less reliant on the municipality. The rainwater 

tanks alone give me about three months of free water!” 

Not only is this a relatively water-wise garden, it requires very 

little maintenance. While the plants were establishing themselves, 

there was a fair bit of weeding required, but now that all the 

grasses have clumped up and interconnected, even that has been 

cut to a minimum. Once a year, usually in late winter, the whole 

“THE RAINWATER TANKS 

ALONE GIVE ME ABOUT 

THREE MONTHS OF 

FREE WATER!”
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SOURCE Soul Space Exteriors greg.soulspace@gmail.com or 

soulspaceexteriors.co.za 

garden is given a good ‘haircut’ and that’s about it. All the green 

garden waste goes straight onto the compost heap, so nothing  

is wasted.

When asked about the secret to a successful garden, Greg didn’t 

miss a beat: “Don’t do anything in your garden until you’ve 

sorted out the water delivery; an automated irrigation system is 

preferable, but even if you’re using old-fashioned sprinklers, make 

sure they cover the whole garden. Even in a water-wise garden  

like this, the key is to make sure plants never want for water 

especially when establishing themselves, then over time,  

watering can be reduced.”

The result speaks for itself. The Mahons now have a little slice 

of savannah paradise. “We couldn’t be more content with the 

result,” they say.  

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  This water feature, made  

from natural rocks, fits seamlessly into the garden.  Wooden 

sleepers and stone steps complement the natural style of the 

garden.  When Ronald and Heather moved in, they inherited about 

40 cycads and incorporated most of these into the savannah-like 

landscape that captures the feel of their home country.

Go online to see more 
pics of this garden

gardenandhome.co.za

ONLINE EXTRA: 

IMAGE GALLERY
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the natural garden 

progression
Take a leaf out of landscaper Jo-Anne Hilliar’s 

book and make your garden more of a haven for  

wildlife and a peaceful retreat for yourself 

O

ver a period of two years, award-winning landscaper, 

Jo-Anne Hilliar of Landscape Design Consultants 

International, transformed her 3 000m² property 

in the heart of Pietermaritzburg, KZN, from a 

conventional, largely exotic garden into predominantly  

indigenous grassland.

“My husband, Owen, and I wanted to create a true South 

African bush feel in our garden and work with the natural 

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:  Aloe barberae with pincushion proteas, 

Melinis repens and A. arborescens.  Owen and Jo-Anne Hilliar and their 

two Jack Russell terriers, Miss Mouse and Twinky, and Rottweiler, Gaby. 
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elements rather than against them. 

Having designed and installed landscapes 

in places like the Seychelles and 

Mauritius, as well as in KZN, I knew that 

if I designed a ‘back to the bush’ garden 

we would encourage birds, insects and 

reptiles. We love nothing more than being 

in the bush and wanted to have the same 

feeling at home.”

Jo-Anne started by removing many 

of the exotic trees, leaving indigenous 

varieties such as the coral tree (Erythrina caffra), white stinkwood 

(Celtis africana) and umzimbeet (Millettia grandis). To replace the 

exotics, she planted tree fuchsias (Halleria lucida), Natal lavender 

(Heteropyxis natalensis), forest elder (Nuxia floribunda) and fever trees 

(Acacia xanthophloea). She retained some exotics such as a beautiful 

double magnolia and the azaleas and viburnums  ��

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  An Acacia xanthoploea (fever tree) 

is underplanted with Dietes grandiflora.  A wetland planting with 

Cyperus textillis and Nymphaea nouchali.  This dramatic year-round 

planting includes Aristida junciformis, Dietes grandiflora and Barleria 

albostellata in full bloom.  A natural endemic grass combination 

including Melinis repens, Miscanthus capensis, Eragrostis capensis, 

Hyparrhenia hirta and Gomphostigma virgatum.
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along the boundary for privacy. “I feel some people become too 

purist and fanatical and their garden ends up looking like a mess 

of sticks and grass which discourages new gardeners who want to 

go indigenous. To me, a blend of the two is fine.”

Jo-Anne didn’t draw up a formal landscape design but allowed 

the natural slope and lie of the land to dictate the planting – this 

didn’t mean that she simply threw things together. “I considered 

the angle of the north-facing slope, which is 33 degrees, planned 

the pathways and two seating areas. Then I looked for focal areas 

where I could use aloes and proteas. We planted trees in strategic 

places to filter the light and brought in fragrant plants and grasses. I 

planted to ensure there are areas of interest all through the year and 

throughout the day, from early morning right into the evening.

“By damming an existing stream we created two wetland areas 

which have brought new birdlife,” says Joanne. These wetlands 

abound with the sounds of frogs, bats, birds and even the splash 

of an otter. By day the garden is alive with butterflies and birds 

attracted by the fragrances and nectar of the indigenous plants.

From the start Joanne was aware that the garden had to be 

self-sustaining, even in times of drought, so it was designed to 

cope without watering, aside from run-off from the roof into the 

pond. Her enthusiasm for the project was infectious and her main 

gardener, Simon Hlope, added many traditional Zulu medicinal 

plants to the mix.

Now two years on, she and Owen love to sit on the deck or next 

to the small dam at sunset absorbing the atmosphere. “The stress 

of the day just disappears. The peace we feel in this beautiful area 

right here in the suburbs has been well worth the effort.”  FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:  A wetland area with more structured 

plants and bulbs such as Crinum macowani, cyrtanthus, Dierama 

pendulum, Eucomis natalensis and tulbaghia.  Self-seeded Setaria 

megaphylla overflows onto the pathway.
SOURCE Landscape Design Consultants International 

ldconsultantsinternational.com
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ESSENTIAL STEPS
1. There is no need to strip the garden. 

Unless you’re establishing a garden from 

scratch, accept that the conversion will 

take a year or two.

2. You don’t have to rule out all exotics. 

If you have a beautiful flowering tree, 

don’t take it out, use it as a shade 

tree and underplant it with clivias or 

plectranthus. If you need to retain a 

viburnum or duranta hedge to screen 

your neighbours, do so.

3. Do research before planning your 

garden. Choose plants  with different 

colours, forms, textures and scents and 

build structures like natural stone walls 

and reed ‘hotels’ that’ll attract wildlife.

4. Make the most of the indigenous 

plants you already have. Split 

agapanthus and clivias and take cuttings 

of plectranthus so you can gradually 

replace exotics as they die off.

5. Take a look at gardens around you and 

make a note of what grows naturally in 

your area before buying plants.

6. While an indigenous garden should be 

low maintenance, this doesn’t mean no 

maintenance. Keep up the cutting back, 

weeding and replacing so that your hard 

work also ends up pleasing to look at.

SOURCES Gordon Stuart Landscaping Co. 

thelandscapingcompany.co.za  

Jo-Anne Hilliar Landscape Design 

Consultants International 

ldconsultantsinternational.com

BACK TO THE BUSH

With increasing water and labour costs and the eco-friendly 

regulations of many housing complexes, it makes sense to use 

more indigenous plants, and like landscaper Jo-Anne Hilliar, take 

the natural route when gardening

M

any gardeners believe that a 

true garden should be filled 

with roses and annuals and 

dismiss natural gardens as 

boring. But there are many advantages to 

replacing exotic plants with endemic (suited 

to one specific area in South Africa) and 

indigenous (occurring naturally in South 

Africa) ones. So why the trend to go back to 

the bush? Award-winning landscaper Gordon 

Stuart of Gordon Stuart Landscaping Co. 

says, “Due to environmental, social and 

financial pressures, gardens have to become 

more eco-friendly and less maintenance and 

water dependent.”

CHECK YOUR REGION
When planning a natural garden, consider 

whether you fall into a dry region with little 

rain (from the West Coast to the Highveld, 

including the Karoo), the Mediterranean 

region (Western Cape), the Highveld which 

has summer rainfall and dry cold winters or 

the subtropical region (eastern South Africa 

to KZN). Then choose appropriate plants. 

THE WATER FACTOR
A successful natural garden requires little 

water or maintenance. Mass plant with water-

wise indigenous shrubs like tecomaria and 

freylinia rather than water-intensive plants 

like roses.

Work with natural water run-off. For 

your lowest level, choose plants suitable for 

boggy conditions at certain times of the year. 

Establish a wetland at the bottom of a slope 

surrounded with water-loving indigenous 

plants like arum lilies (Zantedeschia spp.), 

bulrushes (Typha latifolia), water lilies 

(Nymphoides indica), papyrus (Cyperus 

papyrus) and red-hot pokers (kniphofia). Use 

plants that can withstand drier conditions 

on the top of slope, such as freylinia, various 

aloe and acacia species and euphorbia 

(Euphorbia ingens).  

Water running down a slope causes 

erosion, so build terraces cut into the 

slopes or use rocks, retaining blocks or 

bricks to build different levels. Pathways 

that criss-cross the slope can be angled 

to def lect water downhill towards the 

wetland area or onto the terraced planted 

areas. A berm (raised ledge of soil able to 

retain water) can stem the run-off during 

heavy storms. 

HAVE A PLAN
Research what plants do best in your  

climate and plan your layout accordingly. 

Start with trees, leaving adequate spacing 

between them as they form the upper layer. 

Decide whether you want deciduous or 

evergreen trees, as this will determine what 

can be planted underneath.

Once this structure’s in place, bring in 

shrubs, grasses and groundcovers. Include 

focal points like aloes, cabbage trees and 

incorporate hardscaping like gravel paths.

“A forest garden is useful in creating 

shady areas and for the role it plays 

in balancing the carbon cycle; it’s a 

sustainable design element that contributes 

to food production, reduces the effects of 

climate change and creates habitats for 

wildlife,” explains Gordon. 

PLANT MATERIAL
Indigenous and endemic spp. are becoming 

easier to find at nurseries. Look out for 

new varieties of plumbago, pincushion, 

protea and strelitzia.

KEEP IT COOL
“A pond can be positioned to catch rainfall 

run-off from the roof to provide a habitat for 

fish and amphibians,” says Gordon.

Minimise water needs by mulching the soil 

to keep it cool. Use fallen leaves, composted 

grass cuttings, bark and sticks as insulation 

and to retain water. 

REMOVE ALIENS
While there are exotics that aren’t harmful, 

many like cat’s claw (Macfadyena unguis-

cati) are tough to eradicate. Find out 

which are on the National Environmental 

Management: Biodiversity (NEMBA) list  

of declared aliens and make sure you 

remove these. 

BE ACCEPTING
In housing estates where buck, zebra and 

wildebeest roam around, the only way to 

garden successfully is to accommodate the 

animals by planting accordingly. There’s 

no point in living in an eco-estate and then 

erecting a fence to keep out the wildlife.  
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garden news & debuts 

Sow a variety of new vegetable seeds for a fresh 

home-grown stock

GARDEN notes
10 must dos this month
Contributing garden editor Marianne Alexander’s handy checklist of 

essential chores to do in February

1 
To fill the gaps, plant quick-growing, heat-tolerant annuals 

like alyssum, marigolds, nicotianas, petunias, phlox, salvias, 

vinca hybrids and verbena. TIP: Before planting out seedlings, 

water seed trays with a weak solution of Epsom salts to harden 

them up. Keep feeding bedding plants fortnightly with foliar 

feed or a slow-release fertiliser. To encourage flowering, use a 

high-potash fertiliser like 3:1:5 and nip off faded blooms; water 

as needed.  

2
 Don’t mow your lawn too short! Longer blades will 

shade the roots, keeping them cool; they’ll also produce 

more food resulting in stronger growth. To prevent fungal outbreaks, water in the early 

morning so the lawn has time to dry. Check for lawn caterpillars, mole crickets and 

Parktown prawns; only spray where damage is excessive.

3 
Mulch the whole garden. This is essential to conserve water. It keeps the soil cool, 

reduces evaporation, smothers weeds, and improves soil structure. Apply a 5–10cm 

layer and make sure water can filter through to the plants. 

4 
Cut off old flower stalks of summer perennials like perennial phlox, gaura, Shasta 

daisies, penstemon, Canterbury bells, scabious, phygelius (river bells or Cape 

fuchsia) and achillea as well as cannas and Inca lilies. Stake tall dahlias.

5 
Feed autumn and winter-flowering perennials like Japanese anemones, Sedum 

‘Autumn Joy’, hellebores (Lenten rose) and bergenias (elephant’s ears), as well as 

plectranthus, misty plume bush (Tetradenia ripari), ribbon bush and barleria for a good 

autumn display. Give bulbous plants like Inca lilies, Eucomis spp. (pineapple lily),  

Clivia gardenii and amaryllis (hippeastrum) a boost with high-phosphate fertiliser  

like 3:1:5 or 2:3:4. 

6 
Cut back leggy lavenders, daisy bushes, pelargoniums, heliotrope and grey-leafed 

plants like santolina and Dusty Miller by a third. Take slips from these and pot up 

the cuttings. Take cuttings of penstemon. Save seeds from 

summer annuals like cosmos, hollyhocks, forget-me-nots, 

cleome and Queen Anne’s lace.

7 
Give hydrangeas their summer prune. Trim hedges and 

evergreen foliage plants like acalyphas and coprosmas.

8 
Deadhead fuchsias, removing seed pods and give a 

light prune to plants which have stopped flowering. Nip 

back new shoots to encourage another flush of flowers. 

Mulch and feed with 3:1:5 or 2:3:4 fertiliser.

9 
Tug off any suckers that develop on the stems of 

lemon and other citrus trees.  

Vincas

Remove suckers from 
citrus trees.

New sun-loving 
perennials 
1 Penstemon ‘Phoenix’ add a vertical 

accent to the garden. Heat and disease-

resistant, they will flower through 

summer if fed monthly. They’re available 

in red, violet, lavender and magenta with 

contrasting bright white throats.  

Height: 45–60cm high. 

2 Pentas lanceolata ‘Northern Lights’ 

are magnets for butterflies and sunbirds. 

They grow in both hot and cool 

conditions but do better when they’re cool 

as new flower heads will keep developing.  

Height: 1,5m high and 1m wide.

CHILD’S 
PLAY
Get children interested 

in gardening with these 

brightly-coloured tools: watering can, 

R39,99, curved spade, R35,99, and metal 

rake, R35,99, all from The Crazy Store. 

Visit crazystore.co.za

1

2
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Pest Check
 In hot, dry conditions, whitefly on fuchsias 

and red spider mite (also known as the 

twin spotted mite), are prevalent on beans 

and roses. Discourage them by increasing 

air circulation, mulching, keeping the soil 

moist and misting the undersurface of the 

leaves. Make sticky traps by smearing yellow 

cardboard with petroleum jelly. 

 Use braai tongs to pick nocturnal hawk-

moth caterpillars (pictured above) off 

fuchsias, impatiens, arums and grapevines.  �

FRAGRANT SUMMER SHRUBS
1 Frangipani Exotic looking with sausage-like branches, this small tree is worth 

growing just for its fragrant flowers. It’s semi-deciduous, sun loving, frost sensitive  

and drought tolerant and grows 2–4m high. 

2 White gardenia (Gardenia thunbergia)  This shrub has large cream to white flowers 

which have a beautiful fragrance at night. It’s half-hardy, likes sun or semi-shade, acid 

moisture-retaining soil and will grow in a container. 

3 Wild gardenia (Rothmannia capensis)  This large indigenous shrub flowers from 

Christmas to March filling the air with fragrance. It likes light shade or full sun, well-

drained loam or sandy soils and is drought and frost tolerant. 

4 Abelia Fragrant bell-shaped flowers cover this handsome exotic shrub. Easy to grow, 

it loves sun, is frost hardy, and grows to about 1,5m.   

Best of the blogs 
Earth Laughs in Flowers: Botanical 

Scribblings, the blog of Veld & 

Flora magazine of the SA National 

Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) isn’t just 

for the indigenous enthusiast but for 

anyone interested in biodiversity. Visit 

veldfloraed.blogspot.com

1

3

2

4

This weekend...
Lift and divide overcrowded spring-flowering watsonias (pictured) and Chasmanthe spp. 

that have died back. Select the larger, healthiest corms and 

replant quite close together in clumps, or for an informal look, 

toss them on the ground and plant where they fall. Remove 

faded flowers from the tips of lily stems and plant up bulbils 

which have grown along stems. Cut off faded flower stems 

of agapanthus at the base of the stem. If you have river lilies 

(Hesperantha coccinea) divide these when the flowers fade.

Tip: Control thrips (which leave silvery streaks) on gladioli 

with Neem. 

Serengeti single Morris 

chair, R2 200, SHF, shf.co.za

THE HOT 

SEAT
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We’re planting…
Angelonia ‘Serenita Pink’ 

Why: They’re ideal where short, compact, long-lasting 

bedding colour is needed. They flower continuously, 

tolerate heat, have low water requirements and need very 

little maintenance.

Where: In full sun, in beds and containers.

How: Plant them in well-prepared, well-composted fertile 

soil that drains well.

The veggie 
garden
1 Sow a few seeds of 

broccoli, cauliflower, 

cabbage and Brussels sprouts 

for winter in cool regions. 

2 Sow a couple of rows of 

beetroot and carrot seeds 

and the last beans. 

3 Nip out any flower stalks 

from rhubarb and Swiss 

chard (pictured); break off old 

artichoke blooms and remove 

seed heads from fennel to 

prevent it spreading. 

4 Harvest garlic and pick 

herbs for drying. 

5 Give citrus a post-harvest feed with 3:1:5. 

6 Feed deciduous fruit trees like almonds, apricots and plum 

trees with 6:1:5. 

Vinca Jams and Jellys 

‘Blueberry’ has deep 

purple-blue flowers that 

fade less than other purple 

shades. An annual it’ll deliver 

long-lasting colour through 

winter into next spring and 

summer in warm, frost-free 

areas. It’s great in beds and 

containers in hot, sunny 

areas of the garden. It grows 

40cm high with a 35cm 

spread. Being water wise, 

vincas like deep but less 

frequent watering.

Make cutting  
and trimming 
easy with these 
great buys 

1Professional 0,7kW 

hedge-trimmer 

with double-edged 

blade, R7 478,40, 

Stihl, stihl.co.za

2 R316T rider 

mower, R53 238,78, 

Husqvarna, husqvarna.co.za

3 Yamaha AG50  

veld cutting  

three-wheeled 

lawnmower, R10 995, 

Lawnmower Land, 

lawnmowerland.co.za 3

1

2

Rose routine
 Maintain your rose 

feeding and spraying 

programme to prevent 

fungal outbreaks like 

mildew, black spot  

and rust. 

 Water deeply and 

regularly; keep them 

thickly mulched. 

 Keep an eye open for 

beetles especially brown 

chafers and CMRs.

NEW!
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OPEN

Gardens
These Jo’burg gardens will be  

open to raise funds for charity from 

10h00 – 17h00. Entrance R20: children 

under 12 free. 

31 JANUARY – 1 FEBRUARY Gardens of the Golden City

 Paula and David Davies

9 Marion Road, Sandown

This exceptional garden, close to central Sandton is an oasis 

of peace and tranquillity. Shady trees, pathways and streams 

enhance well-maintained beds. Tea garden here.

 Little Place

197 Flamboyant Avenue, Riverclub

The garden (pictured above) of this gracious and appealing old 

farmhouse remains beautiful at all times of the year. Mature 

trees, verdant lawns and colourful shrubs intermingle with mixed 

planting in wide beds. Broad steps lead to a formal rose garden 

where massed hydrangeas are set under an avenue of trees and 

in tubs. Call Lynne on 082 689 0930 or Vivienne on 082 464 1352. 

7 – 8 FEBRUARY

 Coralie Trotter

51c French Lane, Morningside

Tucked away on a quiet country lane in Morningside, this 

extraordinary garden combines indigenous plantings with  

a mixture of unusual and the exotic plants. Tea garden here.  

Call Lynne on 082 689 0930.

21 – 22 FEBRUARY

 CHOC House 

16 Eastwold Way, Saxonwold

The CHOC House garden offers both tranquillity and a feast  

for the senses. This beautiful garden has large sweeping borders 

filled with interesting and colourful plants and shrubs. There’s 

a pond and a vegetable garden. Tea garden here. Call Margreet 

Gaymans on 072 400 1559. 

For more information, visit gardensofthegoldencity.co.za  
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all about dahlias

LATE bloomers
For colour, variety and sheer drama in the 

summer border, nothing beats dahlias

T

hanks to the many new varieties currently 

available in a range of heights, flower sizes 

and shades, dahlias are enjoying a resurgence 

in popularity. Another reason is that they 

continue to bloom into early autumn, a time when few 

other plants are in flower.

Dahlias are also unfussy and relatively easy to care for. 

They tolerate a wide range of soils, but prefer those that 

are well drained. Once planted, they can be left in the 

soil to overwinter, except in the very coldest of regions.  

There are six main types of dahlia available in South 

Africa – find out which are best suited to your garden.Cactus ‘Golden Heart’ 
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strap here

CACTUS 
The narrow, spiky petals of cactus dahlias 

make them a striking addition to the 

summer border. These varieties grow a bit 

taller, from 80cm–1m high, making them 

ideal for the middle to back of the border. 

The double f lower heads are so full that 

the central disc is not visible. Choose 

from creamy white ‘Anja GJ’, orange 

‘Mev Clementine Andries’, dark red ‘Sure 

Thing’, pink ‘Good Earth’ and the lovely 

‘Golden Heart’ with its orange petals 

coming from a golden yellow base.

BORDER 
These are low-growing, around 40–60cm 

high and are ideal for the front of a 

perennial border. Their compact growth 

also makes them perfect for containers. 

They’re available in a variety of colours 

and forms, ranging from the classic broad 

petals of orange-toned ‘Autumn Fairy’ 

to the spikier looking, soft pink ‘Park 

Princess’. Other popular border dahlias 

include the orange-red ‘Graz’, lilac 

‘Bluesette’ and salmon-coloured ‘Carola’.

Decorative 

‘Edinburgh’ 

DECORATIVE
With their double blooms and broad 

petals, these dahlias give you more bang 

for your buck. They grow from 80cm–1m 

high, and are better suited for the middle 

to back of a border. Look out for ‘Snow 

Country’, which is white with a yellow 

centre, yellow ‘Golden Emblem’, pink 

‘Rosella’, ‘Nepos’, which is lilac with a 

white base, and ‘Edinburgh’ with its 

white-tipped purple petals. 

TOP MIX
Low growing and compact, this mix 

of dahlias grows 40–50cm high, 

making them brilliant contenders for 

containers, or as foreground plantings. 

The single, almost daisy-like, broad-

petalled blooms come in a variety of 

colours, including ‘White’, ‘Yellow’, 

‘Orange’ and ‘Red’.  �

AT A GLANCE
TYPE: Tuberous-rooted perennials.

HEIGHT: 20–180cm, depending on  

the variety.

PLANTING TIME: Plant in late spring to 

early summer, from about mid-October 

to the beginning of December.

POSITION: Full sun.

FLOWERING SEASON: Summer  

(late November) until early autumn  

(early April).

WATER: Intensively during the 

flowering season.

SOIL: Dahlias do well in all kinds of 

soil, but thrive in well-drained soil. 

Incorporate some sand and compost  

to improve the soil structure; add  

a handful of bonemeal to each  

planting hole.

Top Mix ‘Orange’ Border ‘Bluesette’ 
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POMPON
As the name suggests, these dahlias produce 

attention-grabbing, pompon-like flowers. 

These spherical blooms with tightly packed 

petals, although only 5cm in diameter, 

make delightful additions to the front of 

the border. The plants reach a height of 

60–80cm. Consider magenta ‘Lolly Pop’, 

red ‘Bell Boy’ and golden ‘Deepest Yellow’. 

DINNER PLATE
The showiest of them all, dinner plate 

varieties boast large blooms up to 25cm 

in diameter, and grow from 1,5m–2m 

high. Plant these towards the back of your 

border, or any place where vertical interest 

is required. ‘Kelvin’s Floodlight’, which is 

a soft yellow, eye-catching Dinner Plate 

‘Red’ and ‘White Perfection’ are some 

popular choices.  

GROWING TIPS
 Choose a spot that receives full sun, although some shade during the middle of the 

day means your dahlias will require less water.

 Plant tubers about 10cm deep in the ground. Plant tall-growing types towards the 

back of the border, about 50cm apart (up to 100cm apart for very large dahlias) and 

lower growing types in the foreground, about 15cm apart.

 Provide a sturdy 1m-long stake right next to the tuber of tall varieties to support 

them as they grow. 

 Mulch with a layer of compost after planting to protect the roots and help retain 

moisture in the soil.

 Give a deep watering once a week.

 Fertilise during the growing season with a bulb food, organic plant food or a 

mixture of compost and well-rotted manure.

 After dahlias have finished flowering, you can leave the tubers to overwinter in the 

ground, unless you live in an area that experiences severe frost. The dormant plants 

will tolerate being watered along with your other plants provided that drainage is 

good and the tubers don’t become waterlogged. 

 If you choose to lift your dahlias, do this in winter. Either discard them, or store them 

in a cool, dry, dark place during winter for replanting the following spring.

SOURCE All these dahlias are available from Hadeco hadeco.co.za

Dinner Plate ‘Red’ 

Pompon ‘Deepest Yellow’
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propagating plants

G

ardening can be expensive. But a good way to keep 

costs down is to ‘create’ new plants from those you 

already have. Do this by collecting seeds, planting 

runners or by leaf division. 

Doubling

UP
Follow these three foolproof ways to 

propagate more plants for your garden

FLESHY SEEDS: CLIVIAS 
Clivias, like many bulbs, are easy to grow from their 

colourful fruits. However, be patient, your first flowers will 

only appear in 3–4 years’ time.

Other plants that replicate this way: Scadoxus spp. 

(Catherine wheel and paintbrush lily) and blood flower 

(Haemanthus spp.)

WHEN:  

Wait until the fleshy seeds are ripe and turn red, or yellow in 

the case of yellow clivias.

METHOD:

1. Rub off the fleshy pulp to expose the large pearly seeds. 

Rinse and sow immediately or keep in a refrigerator in a 

sealed plastic bag until ready to use. 

2. Press seeds about 20mm apart in a deep seed tray in a loose 

seedling mix to at least half their width; don’t bury them. 

Keep seed trays moist, but not wet, in a shady position where 

there’s plenty of light. 

3. The root, which emerges after 4–6 weeks, is followed by 

the first leaves. As the seed begins to shrivel, feed with Seagro 

or similar liquid fertiliser fortnightly. 

4. Plant out into individual containers after a year or when 

they have two to four leaves. They’ll be ready to plant out in 

the garden when they’re three years old.  � 

1 2

3 4
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RUNNERS: MOTHER OF 
THOUSANDS (SAXIFRAGA 
STOLONIFERA)
This is a quick and easy method of reproduction using prostrate 

stems with long internodes called runners that develop from the 

mother plant. These produce roots and new plants where their 

tip or nodes come into contact with the soil.

Other plants that replicate this way: Strawberries, the walking 

iris (Neomarica northiana) and hen-and-chickens or spider plant 

(Chlorophytum comosum). 

WHEN:  

Plantlets usually develop in late spring and summer. 

METHOD:

1. Line up suitable runners in a convenient position. If you find 

a number on each side of the plant, prepare several containers 

in which to anchor the developing plantlets. For ornamentals 

like mother of thousands, pop several in one container; with 

1 2

3 4

strong growers like strawberries and hen-and-chickens, it’s best 

for each plantlet to have its own container. Fill containers with 

a mix of river sand (not builders’ sand), palm peat, compost and 

potting soil. Moisten and position at the ends of runners. When 

rooting plantlets from plants growing in the garden, you may 

need to sink your containers into the surrounding soil. Place the 

developing, leafy plantlet in the container; should it already have 

some roots, open up the soil to accommodate these. 

2. Anchor plantlets in place with an opened paperclip or loop of 

wire. Water lightly with Kelpak. 

3. Keep plantlets moist. When a good root system has developed 

and new leaves have formed, cut the baby free from the mother 

plant. Begin a regular feeding routine using Seagro or a similar 

product as a foliar spray and soil drench. 

4. The plant will be ready for potting into a large container 

or planting out in the garden when it is well established and 

growing strongly. If the plantlets around the mother plant 

already have a good root system or have started to root in the 

soil and have plenty of leaves, you can cut them off with a small 

section of stem and pot them up in individual containers.  
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LEAF CUTTINGS: 
CAPE PRIMROSES 
(STREPTOCARPUS)
Not only are Cape primroses easy to grow 

from leaf cuttings, but one leaf can yield as 

many as five or six plants. 

Other plants that replicate this way: 

Sansevieria (mother-in-law’s tongue), 

eucomis (pineapple lily), Veltheimia spp.

(forest lily), Sinningia (syn. Gloxinia),  

some begonias especially B. rex hybrids 

as well as succulents like kalanchoe, 

echeveria, sedum and crassula which 

should kept on the dry side and  

not covered.

WHEN:  

Spring, the start of the growing season  

to summer.

METHOD:

1. Select healthy, young, fully grown, 

medium-sized leaves. Cut them off at the 

base near the crown of the plant with a 

sharp knife or scissors. Lay them on a 

clean surface, and using a clean blade or 

sharp knife, cut across the leaf in four to 

six sections. Alternatively slice them in two 

down the length removing the central vein.  

2. Fill a seed tray with a mix of compost, 

palm peat and river sand; water lightly 

and firm down. Insert the leaf cuttings 

into shallow trenches, making sure the 

edge, which was nearest to the mother 

plant, is in contact with the soil. Water 

lightly with Kelpak to settle in the 

cuttings, reduce stress and encourage 

rooting. Cover with a plastic bag and 

keep in a cool, light place. 

3. Once the plantlets begin to develop, 

remove the plastic and feed weekly with 

Seagro. The baby plants will be ready to 

be potted into individual containers after 

about 8–10 weeks.

TIP: To make it easier to tell the top of the 

cutting from the bottom, some gardeners 

cut the leaf to form a V-shape. The pointed 

end is then placed in the soil.  

1

2

3
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growing herbs

All you need is a small sunny area or 

a couple of pots and you can grow 

healthy, tasty herbs all year round

herb
GARDEN

PLANT A



9 EASY-TO-GROW HERBS

Basil (Ocimum basilicum) is the perfect partner 

for tomatoes in salads, sandwiches, sauces and 

pasta. It’s also the base for pesto. Bees love 

its flowers too.  

Bay (Laurus nobilis) leaves (usually 

dried) add depth to meaty dishes and 

aid digestion, especially of rich food.  

Clip the bush into an attractive  

topiary feature.

Chives (Allium schoenoprasum) 

are delicious snipped over food as a 

light onion-flavoured garnish or infused 

in oils and vinegars. Plants repel pests, 

multiply easily and tolerate 

light shade. 

Garden mint (Mentha spicata) is 

more than a sauce for lamb. Its fresh 

flavour enhances salads, dips and 

dressings and is delicious with brinjals. Grow 

in pots to prevent it spreading.

Oregano (Origanum vulgare) has a powerful 

flavour most associated with pizza and Italian 

cuisine. Use the strongly antiseptic leaves for 

treating respiratory infections.

Parsley (Petroselinum crispum) 

strengthens the immune system. Juice it up 

with fruit or veggies; use as a garnish or add at 

the end of cooking. 

Rosemary (Rosmarinus 

officinalis) lifts the spirits with its 

fragrance and is delicious with roast 

chicken, lamb and baby potatoes. It’s a 

good pest repellent too.

Sage (Salvia officinalis) is an excellent first 

aid herb for treating bites and stings, sore 

throats and mouth ulcers. The leaves have a 

strong flavour; use it sparingly.

Thyme (Thymus 

spp.) is both a 

culinary and 

medicinal herb. Use in savoury 

dishes and as an infusion to treat colds, flu, 

coughs and bronchitis. 

O
f all edible plants, herbs are the easiest to grow and 

the hardest to kill! They don’t need pampering 

and prefer benign neglect – perfect for busy and 

inexperienced gardeners. What’s best about herbs 

is their versatility. With herbs, you have plants at your fingertips 

that flavour food, heal common ailments, lift the spirits, help dull 

hair to shine, keep pets happy and perfume the home. 

MAKING A HERB GARDEN IN  
7 EASY STEPS
A herb garden can be as large or as small as you need it to be. In 

fact, start small and let the garden grow as your own interest in 

herbs grows.

1 

START WITH A PLAN

Decide on a theme. If you want a culinary herb garden, select 

those herbs used in your favourite dishes. A medicinal herb garden 

will be guided by the ailments you want to cure. Most culinary 

herbs have medicinal properties too. Browse the internet or visit 

herb sites like Healthy Living Herbs and Bouquet Garni.  �

gardenandhome.co.za  |  FEBRUARY      
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annual and perennial and classify them according to height. 

Consult your design to make sure the heights conform  

to your concept.

5 

PREPARE THE SITE

Clear and level the area and lay paving or pathways; put any 

other hard landscaping like fountains, birdbaths, arches and walls 

in place. Then prepare the ground for the herbs. Dig down to a 

depth of 30cm, mixing in compost and other organic material to 

condition the soil. Rake smooth, water and leave overnight for the 

ground to settle. 

6 

SETTING OUT THE HERBS

Before planting, set out the herbs in the positions you’d 

like to plant them. Space them according to their expected 

height and spread so they have enough room to reach their full 

potential. Doing this also lets you play with the design in terms 

of contrasting leaf colours and textures, growth habits and height. 

Often, what works on paper looks different in reality. Be prepared 

to spend some time moving the herbs around until you feel 

satisfied with the look.

7 

PLANTING 

Water the herbs well before planting and loosen the root balls 

to encourage new root growth. Pinch out the tips of shrubby 

herbs to encourage a bushy habit. Incorporate some organic soil 

conditioner or organic fertiliser, such as bone or fishmeal in each 

planting hole.

Firm the soil gently around the plant and water thoroughly to 

settle the soil. 

Newly planted herbs need regular watering. It’s better to water 

deeply and less frequently than little and often.  

2 

SELECT THE SITE

The best place for herbs is a sheltered and sunny, north-, east- 

or west-facing position near the house for quick and easy picking. 

It should be reasonably level and drain well. Soil on the heavy 

side can be improved with compost. Alternatively, plant herbs as 

companions among your veggies and flowers or make a container 

herb garden if the soil is heavy clay. 

3 

DECIDE ON A DESIGN

Designing your herb garden is the fun part. Don’t be in a 

rush. Browse through herb books; listen to other people’s ideas. 

Steal with your eyes.

Select a style that complements the rest of the garden and the 

look of your house. Formal herb gardens require straight lines and 

geometric shapes with elements arranged around a central axis. 

The area should be square or rectangular. 

Informal herb gardens have flowing lines with curved beds and 

walkways and the aesthetic effect depends on plant combinations 

and groupings. Flowers and shrubs can be added. Although the 

look is more exuberant, a good plan is still very important. An 

informal design usually needs less initial structural work and is 

easier to maintain.

4 

CHOOSE YOUR HERBS

Make a complete list of all the herbs that’ll fit in with your 

theme. Then check with your local garden centre and refine your 

list to between five and 10 herbs. This is a good number to  

start with. It’s also a good idea to divide your herbs between 

SOURCES Bouquet Garni herb.co.za Healthy Living Herbs 

healthyliving-herbs.co.za

 





to remember
Celebrate the month of love with  

a romantic outdoor meal with these 

delicious little snacks from Pick n Pay

WHITE CHOCOLATE 

MOUSSE JARS WITH 

FRESH BERRIES

(Serves 4)

180g white chocolate, chopped

300ml PnP Fresh Cream

5ml (1 tsp) powdered  

gelatine powder

3 PnP Eggs, separated

fresh PnP Berries, to serve  

like PnP Raspberries,  

PnP Strawberries and  

PnP Blueberries

1. Stir the chocolate and cream 

in a heatproof bowl over a 

saucepan of simmering water 

until melted. Set aside to cool.

2. Place 1 tablespoon boiling 

water in a small heatproof 

bowl. Sprinkle over the 

gelatine. Melt the gelatine 

on the defrost setting of the 

microwave for 30 seconds at  

a time (don’t boil). Stir the egg 

yolks and melted gelatine into 

the cream mixture. Refrigerate 

for about 20 minutes, until 

thickened slightly.

3. Use an electric beater to 

beat the egg whites until firm 

peaks form. Fold into the 

cream mixture until evenly 

combined. Spoon equally 

among 4 x 1-cup (250ml) 

bottles with tight-fitting lids. 

Refrigerate for 3 hours until 

set. Serve topped with  

fresh berries. 
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promotion

ASPARAGUS WITH 

HERB DIP 

(Serves 4)

2 bunches (12) PnP Asparagus, 

with hard ends cut off

1 container (175g) PnP Plain 

Cream Cheese

1 anchovy, finely chopped

5ml (1 tsp) chopped garlic 

grated zest of 1 PnP Lemon 

small handful PnP Parsley and 

PnP Coriander, finely chopped 

1. Blanche the asparagus 

in salted boiling water  

for 5 minutes. Drain  

and set aside. 

2. To make the dip: combine 

the cream cheese, anchovy, 

garlic, lemon zest and herbs 

and mix until smooth.  

Ladle into a small jar  

with a tight-fitting lid.

3. Serve the dip with  

the asparagus.

HEART-SHAPED 

SCONES WITH 

STRAWBERRY JAM

(Serves 4)

375ml (1½ cups) PnP Cake Flour 

7ml (1½ tsp) baking powder

5ml (½ tsp) PnP Salt

40g PnP Butter 

125ml (½ cup) PnP Full  

Cream Milk

PnP Strawberry Jam, to serve

125ml (½ cup) PnP Fresh  

Cream, whipped with  

30ml PnP Castor Sugar 

1. Preheat the oven to 200°C. 

2. Combine the flour, baking 

powder and salt in a medium-

sized mixing bowl.

3. Add the butter and use 

your fingertips to rub it into 

the flour until it resembles 

breadcrumbs. Gradually stir 

in the milk and mix until a 

LITTLE PORK PIES 

(Serves 4)

2 small PnP Apples, cored  

and quartered

2 PnP Onions, peeled and  

sliced thickly

30ml PnP Extra Virgin Olive Oil 

30ml PnP Butter  

6 PnP Bangers, all the meat 

pushed out of the casings 

(discard the casings) 

dough forms. Turn the dough 

out on a lightly floured surface 

and bring together with your 

hands; do not overwork. 

4. Roll the dough out lightly 

to a 2cm thickness and cut out 

5cm heart shapes with a cookie 

cutter. Place on a baking tray 

and bake for 10–12 minutes 

until cooked and golden.  

Serve with strawberry jam  

and whipped cream.

small handful PnP Sage Leaves 

1 x roll (400g) ready-made  

puff pastry, defrosted at  

room temperature

egg wash: mix one PnP Egg  

with a pinch of salt

1. Fry the apples and onion in 

the oil and butter in a big pan 

for about 20 minutes until soft 

and caramelised.

2. Remove from the pan and 

set aside. In the same pan, fry 

the banger meat until cooked. 

3. Add the sage and the apple 

and onion mixture and mix 

through. Season to taste.  

Set aside to cool. 

4. Preheat the oven to 200°C. 

Roll the pastry out on a lightly 

floured surface. Cut 4 x 10cm 

circles out and line 4 dariole 

moulds, each with a capacity 

of 125ml, with the pastry.  

Cut 4 circles out of the rest  

of the pastry to top the pies. 

5. Fill each pie with some  

of the filling. Top with the 

pastry circles, pinch the  

sides together and brush  

with egg wash.  

6. Bake in the oven for  

25 minutes or until golden and 

cooked then remove  

from the moulds.

www.picknpay.co.za
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seafood spread

COOKsisters
These foodie siblings love nothing better 

than inviting friends over for lunch on their 

deck overlooking Ballito on the KZN coast
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R
ebecca and Kate Lund, better 

known as the Delish Sisters, had 

an unconventional introduction 

into the world of food. And what’s 

remarkable about their success is that 

neither of them is a trained chef: Kate is 

a qualified beauty therapist and Rebecca 

a copywriter and stylist who studied film 

and media. 

“We’ve always loved food, though,” they 

explain. “And to get into the food industry, 

a market seemed like a good, cost-effective 

way to test the waters.” In December 2013 

they started a stall selling their freshly 

prepared slow-roasted lamb in naan 

wraps and decadent chocolate brownies at 

Durban’s Wonder Market. They now run a 

successful catering business selling food at 

markets and organising a variety of pop-up 

events in Durban and Johannesburg. 

They grew up in Monzi in Zululand and 

their mother was a great cook who instilled 

in them a love of food from a young age. 

“Our best thing is to head off home and 

be spoilt by mom’s cooking for a couple 

of days,” they say. “It’s usually a Monday 

and Tuesday as Saturdays and Sundays are 

our busiest days.” Since their first market, 

where they sold about a tenth of what they 

do these days, they’ve learnt to implement 

systems and think practically. “It’s little 

details like ensuring that your containers 

can be filled quickly so things move 

speedily. At our first market, it took two 

of us to get a brownie into a paper bag and 

everything stopped while we wrestled it in,” 

they recall. 

Their social life has taken a bit of a 

back seat and they’re revelling in the 

opportunity to spend some time with 

friends today. When entertaining, their 

MENU
BLUEBERRY GIN FIZZ

��

HARISSA MUSSELS
��

SALSA VERDE KINGKLIP
��

GRILLED FENNEL, ARTICHOKE 
AND FIG SALAD

ROASTED TERIYAKI SWEET 
POTATO WITH DATES, CHILLI 

AND MICRO ROCKET
��

BERRIES AND FRUIT WITH 
BUTTERSCOTCH SAUCE

advice is to keep things simple and choose 

dishes that can be prepared in advance. 

“We once had 14 people coming over for 

dinner and were still preparing homemade 

mushroom and thyme ravioli five minutes 

before the doorbell rang – an experience 

we won’t be repeating!” they say.

Their deck, which has an enviable view 

over Ballito in KZN, is the perfect spot 

for a summer lunch – with a focus on 

fresh seafood which they buy from a local 

fishmonger who goes out fishing daily. 

“You’re always completely certain that the 

seafood from Bartho’s Fish Company was 

caught today,” they say. 

They’ve built up a list of reliable suppliers 

as their signature dishes rely on fresh, 

colourful ingredients. “We have a very 

casual and hearty style of cooking at home 

and like to put our own twist on classic 

dishes like using garlic naan instead of a 

traditional wrap. We love to experiment, 

especially with flavour combinations, we 

draw inspiration from all over and find 

family recipes, cookbooks and foodie 

magazines fascinating.” 

Rebecca and Kate believe firmly that you 

eat with your eyes and so the Delish Sisters’ 

food always looks as good as it tastes.  � 

Nhlanhla Majozi, James Kriel, 

Helen Colle and Rebecca Lund
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BLUEBERRY GIN 

FIZZ

(Makes 4)

250g blueberries

fresh mint, torn up

50g brown sugar

125ml water

6 tots gin

250ml blueberry juice

lemonade 

TO SERVE: 

fresh mint

1. Fill an ice tray with half 

the blueberries and fresh 

mint. Fill it up with water 

and freeze overnight.

2. In a saucepan on the 

stove, make a simple sugar 

syrup by bringing the sugar 

and water to simmering 

point, only until the sugar 

granules have dissolved.

3. Add the rest of the 

blueberries, a few sprigs of 

fresh mint and two tots of 

gin. Let this syrup bubble 

away and reduce to the 

consistency of a runny jam. 

Pop it into a jar and leave it 

to cool.

4. Mix the blueberry juice, 

fresh mint, blueberry mint 

syrup, the remaining 4 tots 

of gin and some ice in a 

cocktail shaker. Fill each 

glass with a few blueberry ice 

cubes and pour the blueberry 

juice mixture over them.

5. Top up with lemonade 

and serve garnished with 

sprigs of fresh mint.

HARISSA MUSSELS

(Serves 8–10)

4 cloves garlic

dash olive oil

2 tins peeled and  

chopped tomatoes

30ml harissa paste 

2kg fresh half-shell mussels, 

beards removed

1 bunch coriander

salt and pepper, to taste

TO SERVE: 

crème fraîche

coriander 

fresh bread

1. In a big pot, fry the  

garlic in a bit of olive oil, 

add the tomatoes and harissa 

QUICK CHAT 
WITH THE COOK 
Our cooking style is 

experimental. We love trying 

new recipes and ideas, but don’t 

like to get too complicated in 

the kitchen. 

No dinner party is complete 

without Champagne or a delicious refreshing cocktail.  

The kitchen gadget we couldn’t live without is a blender; 

it takes the headache out of chopping, slicing and combining 

things all by hand. 

Our store cupboard staple is Maldon salt and toasted sesame 

oil – both essential for seasoning and lifting any dish. 

Our favourite comfort food is homemade mac and cheese –

you can’t go wrong! 

The best things we ever ate were the creamy, white wine 

mussels at Olympia Café & Deli in Kalk Bay and the chocolate 

fondant at Little Havana in Umhlanga Rocks.

If I were stuck on an island with a celeb chef, I’d pick…

Rebecca: Rachael Khoo; Kate: Bill Granger.

When it comes to food, our family definitely lives to eat rather 

than eating to live!

paste and leave to simmer  

on a low heat for about  

5–10 minutes.

2. Add the mussels, cover  

the pot and simmer for a 

further 10–15 minutes,  

stirring occasionally.

3. Roughly chop a small 

handful of coriander and stir 

it into the mussels.

4. Season with salt and 

pepper to taste and discard 

any unopened mussels.

5. Ladle a generous portion 

Kate and Rebecca Lund
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of mussels and tomato into 

a bowl, top with a blob of 

crème fraîche and a couple of 

fresh coriander leaves.

6. Serve immediately with 

fresh homemade bread.

COOK’S TIP: A glass of 

bubbly goes well with this dish.

SALSA VERDE 

KINGKLIP

(Serves 8–10)

8 fresh kingklip fillets

juice of 2 lemons

FOR THE SALSA VERDE:

5 red spring onions

2 large handfuls fresh  

flat-leaf parsley

2 cloves garlic

handful fresh mint

120ml good quality olive oil, 

plus extra for frying

90ml basil pesto

salt and pepper 

TO SERVE: 

flat-leaf parsley

1. To make the salsa verde: 

finely chop the spring onions, 

parsley, garlic and fresh mint. 

Place them in a bowl together 

with the olive oil and basil 

pesto; mix well and season to 

taste with the salt and pepper. 

2. Heat a pan with a bit of 

olive oil on the stove and  

fry the kingklip fillets for 

3–4 minutes on each side.

3. Squeeze the lemon juice 

over the fish and add about 

125ml of the salsa verde to 

the pan. You will notice that 

the fish produces a lot of 

its own liquid. Cover and 

simmer for about 15 minutes 

or until the fish fillets are 

tender and f laky.

4. Garnish with parsley, a 

few more generous spoons 

of fresh salsa verde and serve 

immediately with the grilled 

fennel, artichoke and fig  

salad and the roasted teriyaki 

sweet potato with dates.

GRILLED FENNEL, 

ARTICHOKE AND 

FIG SALAD

(Serves 8–10)

3 large fennel bulbs

125ml good quality olive oil, 

plus extra for frying

juice of 2 lemons

¼ cup grated Parmesan

10 fresh figs

300g jar marinated artichokes

black pepper, to taste

TO SERVE: 

Parmesan shavings

1. Cut the tops off the fennel 

and chop the bulbs into eight 

pieces. On the stove, heat some 

of the olive oil in a griddle 

pan and fry the fennel until 

browned with charred  

grill marks.

2. Mix the lemon juice, 

Parmesan and remaining olive 

oil. Place half in a bowl and 

add the grilled fennel. Reserve 

the rest of the dressing. 

3. Rinse and quarter the figs, 

and the artichokes and arrange 

them on a platter or wooden 

board with the grilled fennel.

4. To serve: drizzle the 

remaining Parmesan, lemon 

and olive oil mixture over the 

top and finish off with black 

pepper, to taste and garnish 

with Parmesan shavings.

ROASTED TERIYAKI 

SWEET POTATO 

WITH DATES, CHILLI 

AND MICRO ROCKET

(Serves 8–10)

2kg sweet potatoes

15ml olive oil

250ml thick teriyaki sauce

6 fresh red chillies

200g fresh medjool* dates 

TO SERVE:

red chillies, thinly sliced

handful micro rocket

1. Preheat the oven to 180°C.

2. Wash and dice the sweet 

potatoes into 2cm cubes. 

Drizzle with the olive oil and 

roast in the oven for 1 hour or 

until soft.

3. Drizzle the teriyaki sauce 

over the roasted sweet potatoes 

and pop back into the oven for 

a further 10–15 minutes.  �
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4. Deseed and slice the fresh dates into  

thin slivers. 

5. To serve: arrange the roasted sweet 

potatoes and dates on a wooden board or 

platter. Garnish with the sliced chilli and 

micro rocket.

COOK’S NOTE: *You can use any kind 

of fresh date.

BERRIES AND FRUIT WITH 

BUTTERSCOTCH SAUCE

(Serves 8–10)

60g butter

75ml brown sugar

125ml golden syrup

175ml double cream

5ml vanilla extract

TO SERVE:

fresh strawberries, cherries, pomegranate 

seeds and berries of your choice

1. To make the butterscotch sauce: melt the 

butter, sugar and golden syrup together in a 

saucepan on top of the stove until the sugar 

is dissolved, about 5 minutes.

2. Slowly add the cream and vanilla extract 

while stirring continuously until well 

combined. Remove from the heat and cool.

3. Pour into little ramekins and serve with a 

selection of fresh fruit and berries.  

SOURCES

Bartho’s Fish Company barthosfishco.co.za 

Delish Sisters facebook.com/delishsisters 

or 083 583 2943 Little Havana  

031 561 7589 Olympia Café & Deli  

021 788 6396 Wonder Market 

wondermarket.co.za

From left to right: Penelope Kirkland, Helen 

Colle, Kate Lund and Jonathan Douglas

James Kriel, Nhlanhla 

Majozi and Helen Colle





SOFT HEARTED
We’re mad about Zoku’s new 

Soft Serve Ice Cream 

Maker, from R360. 

Whip up a strawberry 

cheesecake soft 

serve to surprise 

that special someone 

this Valentine’s Day. 

Available at  

boardmans.co.za and  

Yuppichef.com
C
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food and wine

Bon appetit 
Get a taste of 

what’s new in the 

culinary world

Show your family you  

care by cooking their  

eggs in these  

rings, R89,95 each,  

from Woolworths.  

Visit woolworths.co.za 

Going 
GREEN

For the eco-conscious here’s a 

selection of whites from the latest 

Nedbank Green Wine Awards.  

 Nederburg Earthbound Chenin 

Blanc 2014, R36, is tropical, 

quaffable and delicious with a 

Parma ham and melon salad.  

 Reyneke Chenin Blanc 2013, 

R120, was selected the overall 

best organic wine.  Jordan 

Chameleon Sauvignon Blanc 

Chardonnay 2013, R56, is ideal 

with grilled linefish. 
Rice to the 

OCCASION
Their interesting 

colours and nutty 

f lavours make PnP’s 

Finest Red Rice, 

R33,98 and Finest 

Black Rice, R54,99, 

a great alternative 

to humdrum white. 

Available from selected 

Pick n Pays, they’re 

full of antioxidants, 

minerals and vitamins.  

Visit pnp.co.za

Cape Town-based chef  

Liam Tomlin’s lastest book, 

Tapas (self-published), R350, 

is full of appetising dishes 

perfect for alfresco dining. 

You’ll find the recipe for 

Seared Tuna with Soba 

Noodles (pictured above) on our website 

gardenandhome.co.za. Call 021 422 0128 or buy the 

book online at chefswarehouse.co.za

What’s on 
30 JANUARY – 1 FEBRUARY Stellenbosch Wine Festival

Savour the best wines in the area at the Coetzenburg Sports 

Grounds. For information, visit stellenboschwinefestival.co.za 

Tickets are available at webtickets.co.za 

7 FEBRUARY Franschhoek Vignerons Summer Wine Festival

Dress elegantly and in white for this occasion held at Leopard’s 

Leap Family Wines. Call 021 876 2861. Tickets cost R120 pp and are 

available from webtickets.co.za  

11 and 25 FEBRUARY Stellenbosch Street Soirees

Enjoy fun-filled music, food and great wines, weather permitting. 

Call 021 886 4310 or visit wineroute.co.za   

CONVERSATION 
STARTERS 

Added eggstras   
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Slim down 

your electricity bill and share your own 

electricity-smart dishes with family and 

friends on your favourite social media 

platform. Visit electricity-smart.co.za to 

see how celebrity cook Justin Bonello  

runs an energy-smart kitchen, download 

the 49M Cookbook and find out how  

you can win a gas braai worth R25 000.

L

ooking for new ways to 

prepare tasty, effortless meals 

at a fraction of the energy you 

normally use? Why not opt for 

electricity-smart cooking?

Stoves are heavy on electricity, and 

unsurprisingly, cooking accounts for up 

to 8% of the power used in the average 

household in South Africa.

Electricity-smart cooking will help 

to give your food preparation appliances  

a rest and reduce your energy bills.

The 49M Energy Efficient Cookbook, 

in collaboration with The Star 

newspaper, offers you recipes for  

an electricity-smart lifestyle that’s  

light on effort and time spent in  

the kitchen. 

THE RECIPES INCLUDE: 

 Pressure-cooker cheesecake –  

an everyday favourite made in  

15 minutes.

 Savoury pap – a classic that only 

needs 10 minutes on the stove, then 

an additional hour of cooking in a 

Wonderbag™ (a simple but revolutionary, 

non-electric portable slow cooker).  

 Pesto potato salad (pictured) –   

a crowd-pleaser that takes only  

10 minutes on the stove, then 4 more 

hours in a Wonderbag™. 

Smart cooking that  

will help to keep your 

electricity bill slim  

and trim this summer    

energy diet
YOUR 
KITCHEN’S

JUSTIN BONELLO
 One-pot prawn and noodle stir-fry –  

a fun, summer dish that needs no more 

than 5 minutes of electricity to prepare. 

 One-pot sausages with mushrooms 

and gravy – cook on your patio on an 

induction plate; ready in 40 minutes. 

Prepared this way just once a month, this 

dish alone will save enough energy to 

power an 80W TV for 30 hours! 
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easy entertaining

impressiveSIMPLY

Delight your guests with the fresh 

flavour of these easy dishes
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CLAM, BACON AND FENNEL 

LINGUINE

(Serves 4)

30ml oil or coconut oil

1 onion, peeled and diced

1 garlic clove, crushed

4 bacon rashers, cubed (optional)

1 fennel bulb, sliced

500g clams, cleaned

80ml white wine or fish stock

5ml lemon or lime zest

500ml cream or light coconut milk

10ml cornflour slaked in 30ml cold water

salt and ground black pepper

400g wholewheat linguine  

or spaghetti, cooked

TO SERVE:

lime wedges

fresh fennel fronds

1 red or green chilli, thinly sliced

1. Heat the oil in a large heavy-based pan. 

Gently fry the onion for 3–4 minutes. 

2. Add the garlic and bacon (if using) and 

fry for 3 minutes. Stir in the fennel and 

cook for 2–3 minutes. 

3. Increase the heat and add the clams  

and white wine or stock. Cover and  

steam for 3–4 minutes, or until the clams 

have opened. Discard any clams that 

haven’t opened.

4. Stir in the lemon zest, cream and 

cornflour mixture. Cook for 4–5 minutes 

until the mixture thickens slightly. Season 

to taste with salt and pepper. 

5. Add the cooked and drained linguine 

and toss well. 

6. Serve in warmed bowls with lime 

wedges and topped with fennel fronds 

and chilli.

TOMATO AND MOZZARELLA 

SALAD WITH PESTO STRAWS

(Serves 4)

500g assorted cherry tomatoes, sliced

250g buffalo mozzarella balls, sliced

½ red and yellow pepper, deseeded and 

finely diced

2ml pink peppercorns, crushed

45ml extra virgin olive oil

15ml red wine vinegar

5ml caster sugar

salt and ground black pepper

pesto, pine nuts and Parmesan cheese in a 

small bowl. Season with salt and pepper. 

4. Spread some of the mixture at the 

bottom of each pastry rectangle and fold 

the bottom and sides up to enclose the 

filling. Roll up into spring roll shapes. 

5. Place on a baking sheet and lightly 

brush the top of the pesto straws with a 

little more olive oil. 

6. Bake for 12–15 minutes or until golden 

and crispy.

7. To make the salad: overlap and arrange 

the tomatoes and mozzarella on a serving 

plate. Top with the diced peppers and 

crushed pink peppercorns. 

8. Whisk the remaining ingredients 

together and drizzle over the salad. 

9. Garnish the salad with the fresh basil 

and serve with the warm pesto straws.  

LIKE A

SHOPPING LIST?

         

Visit gardenandhome.co.za 

and go to Our Mag, then 

Current Issue to download  

the shopping list for  

this menu.

FOR THE PESTO STRAWS:

4 sheets phyllo pastry

30ml olive oil

125g smooth cream cheese

60g basil pesto, drained of excess oil

50g pine nuts, toasted and chopped

40g Parmesan cheese, finely grated

salt and ground black pepper

TO SERVE:

fresh basil leaves, torn

1. To make the pesto straws: preheat the 

oven to 180°C. 

2. Cut each phyllo sheet down the middle 

to form 2 rectangles. Keep covered with 

a damp tea towel to prevent drying out. 

Lightly brush each piece of phyllo pastry 

with olive oil. 

3. Combine the cream cheese, drained 
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turkey
From massive ancient walls on 

one side to a sparkling sea on the 

other, Diana Wemyss experiences 

the marvels of historic Istanbul 

I

t just happened that everywhere we went 

people mentioned Istanbul. It seemed 

to linger on the edge of consciousness, 

so when we were offered a holiday on 

the Aegean coast, we leapt at the chance to 

spend two nights in this intriguing city on 

the way there and two on the way back.

Arriving from the airport early in the 

morning, it was a pleasant drive in the 

shuttle bus to Taksim Square along the 

Bosphorus and then across the Unkapani 

Bridge over the Golden Horn. I love 

arriving in any city early in the morning 

because there’s always a freshness and 

a sense of expectation coupled with an 

uncluttered view of things – before people 

stir for their daily activities. 

My husband looked over the litter-

strewn lawns and marvelled at the 

approach to the city between the seemingly 

endless, massive ancient walls on one side 

and a sparkling sea on the other. I, being a 

bit of an obsessive tidy-upper, was horrified 

by the mess, but thanks to the incredible 

energy and worker underground that exists 

in the city, within hours, the place we 

were to discover would be pristine for the 

coming day. 

We quickly realised that Istanbul isn’t 

for the feeble or faint-hearted, nor the 

unfit. It’s pretty hilly and seethes with 

people – more than 25 million live there 

with millions more coming in each day to 

work, and several million more each day it 

TALKING

Ferries ply their busy trade on the 

Bosphorus in front of the Yeni Mosque. 

Street traders like this watermelon 

seller near the Topkapi Museum, do 

a roaring trade in summer.
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strap here

DIANA’S TRAVEL TIPS
MUST-SEE SIGHTS: Topkapi Palace, the Blue Mosque, 

the Grand Bazaar, Egyptian Spice Market, the Basilica 

Cistern, Galata Museum and Arasta Market.

ESSENTIAL ITEMS TO PACK: Take a couple of head 

scarves because dress code requires women to cover their heads before entering 

mosques. However, there are many scarf sellers if you’ve left yours behind.

NEED TO KNOW: If you want to shave with a basin of water, take a plug. Basin plugs 

are rare, as religion dictates that only running water can be used.

SHOP UP A STORM: Buy locally made leather goods and carpets. These are well 

priced. Haggle or the shopkeepers will be disappointed and you can bring home some 

great bargains. Gold jewellery is also cheaper than in South Africa, but tends to be 

bright and over-polished.

seemed to sightsee. With that number of 

people living, breathing and consuming, 

the spillage is obviously immense, yet this 

engine of cleaners keeps the place pretty 

spotless. The city is a heaving heap of 

people and cats – the live whiskered and 

furred variety – packed tightly into the 

ancient walls that in Roman times only 

housed a mere 500 000. 

From Taksim Square, where protesters 

tend to congregate as they do in Tiananmen 

Square in Beijing, we pulled our luggage 

down Istiklal Street, just as the simit sellers 

trundled their bright red trolleys out on to 

the streets. The Turks love to eat this round, 

traditional bread, encrusted with sesame 

seeds with their tea, which they drink at all 

hours from little tulip glasses set on lotus-

shaped red and white saucers.

We were warned about eating from the 

street vendors who sell bread, mussels, corn 

on the cob and chestnuts, but could never 

resist the bright, juicy watermelon slices, 

nor the freshly squeezed orange juice that 

sometimes sold for just one Turkish lire 

(about R4,50). In temperatures over 40°C, 

hot tea strangely proved the most refreshing.

A short walk down Istiklal past the 

French Embassy and the French  ��

A shoeshine vendor with his 

portable stand.

The blue glass eye is said 

to ward off evil spirits.

Pomegranates are popular 

ingredients in cooking and salads.

Tea is drunk at any time of day in 

tulip-shaped glasses.
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PLANNING YOUR TRIP
GETTING THERE: Turkish Airlines has 

been voted the fifth best airline in the 

world. Although the flight from Cape 

Town is punted as direct, there’s a 

stopover in Johannesburg that adds 

about an hour to flying time.

VISAS: If you’re travelling on a South 

African passport, you must get a visa 

online before you go. No inoculations 

are necessary.

CURRENCY: SA rands cannot be 

exchanged for Turkish lire (TRY). Take 

euros (1TRY = about R4,50); some 

shops take payment in euros or USD. 

Prices of everyday goods cost more or 

less the same as in South Africa. 

language school, which was there since 

French was one of the main languages, and 

with a nod to the huge poster of a chicken 

on the wall, we wheeled our luggage up to 

Mama Shelter, our hotel for two nights.

Mama Shelter was the most wonderful, 

friendly… well, shelter, from the 

vicissitudes of this huge city. The hotel has 

a sister ‘shelter’ in Paris and was designed 

by Philippe Starck. Although Starck is a 

bit mainstream these days, the hotel is a 

happy, quirky place with lots of allusions to 

chickens. I could have sworn, but no one 

would believe me, that I heard chickens 

clucking at first light each morning in the 

courtyard below our window. We felt a 

little as if we were on a film set because 

the old façade of the building facing the 

busy street has been retained and the new 

modern hotel built up behind it leaving a 

large empty courtyard below us.

Istanbul, like Rome, is built on seven 

hills. We were staying at the top of a very 

steep hill in the Beyoglu district. We soon 

made use of the funicular that runs down 

to the shore. Straight up or down is a 

quick, five-minute ride, but something of a 

lifesaver in the enervating heat of the day. 

Beyoglu is some way away from the 

ancient enclave of the Sultanahmet 

where the main tourist attractions such 

as the Blue Mosque, the Hagia Sophia, 

Topkapi Palace and the Basilica Cistern 

are situated, although it’s easy to catch the 

tram across the Horn. 

The first two days we explored the 

Beyoglu with its single most prominent 

landmark, the Galata Tower, and kept 

Sultanahmet side for exploring on our 

return. We roamed the warren of little 

streets around our hotel, visited the Istanbul 

Modern Art Museum and took a boat trip 

Shopping is still an affordable 

pastime for South Africans. 

A display of brightly coloured lanterns 

in a shop near the Grand Bazaar.
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up the Bosphorus. Despite the shipping 

traffic – everything from little yachts to 

great cargo boats and multi-storey cruise 

ships – we saw pods of porpoises leaping 

their way up towards the Black Sea.

Istanbul at once seemed familiar, 

Western, but always with that underlying 

hint of the exotic: women swishing by 

covered head to toe in black, their pink 

Nikes peeping out from under their skirts, 

the ice cream sellers dressed in red satin 

performing magic tricks for the children, 

paunchy men sitting on ridiculous little 

stools drinking tea at all hours of the day, 

and the haggling and jovial attempts to 

make contact, “Where are you from? Oh 

South Africa! I have an uncle, brother, 

cousin in Johannesburg….”

We found everyone to be extremely 

kind, from the woman on the packed tram 

who shuffled our luggage on board and 

elbowed out a space for us to stand, to the 

hotel owner, who when we were completely 

lost looking for the second of our 

accommodation stops, packed us into his 

van and drove us to our hotel, and the small 

gifts that were continually pressed on us: a 

lacy fan, a key ring with the omnipresent 

blue glass eye to ward off evil spirits.

Although we enjoyed the Beyoglu 

district, Sultanahmet, with its trees, 

cobbled streets, the Grand Bazaar and the 

Egyptian Spice Market (enormous amounts 

have been spent on preserving the old 

mosques and buildings) was enchanting. 

It wasn’t until we toured Topkapi 

Palace, erstwhile home to the fabulously 

wealthy Ottoman sultans, that I was 

truly overwhelmed by a sense of wonder, 

imagining what life in the city must have 

been like 600 years ago. From the ornate 

beauty of the harem, the amazing clock 

collection, to the huge kitchen with its 

brick-domed ceilings where over a thousand 

meals were cooked every day in vast iron 

pots for the 4 000 inhabitants of the sultan’s 

household – it was an awesome glimpse into 

the opulent life of that time. 

There are displays of fabulous china 

– from China and France, as ornate as 

anything you could imagine and dinner 

services in high-Victorian decorative style. 

Thousands and thousands of tourists flow 

through this great complex of buildings and 

shady garden courtyards, yet the numbers 

are regulated in a very laid-back manner.

Shopping in Istanbul is of course 

a dream – if you avoid all the tourist 

souvenirs. We did our serious shopping in 

the leather shops which are tightly packed 

together in the Grand Bazaar – coats, 

jackets, belts and handbags are the best 

you can buy and still affordable even with 

our weak rand. 

There’s no shortage of places to eat 

in Istanbul, but we tended to return to 

a restaurant on the shore called Fatih 

Belediyesi, which translated means, Fatih 

Social Centre. The food was excellent and 

very inexpensive and you can sit and watch 

the ships sailing up the Bosphorus. As it’s 

subsidised by the town council, no alcohol 

is served. Ayran, a delicious yogurt drink, 

is no substitute for a beer or a glass of 

wine, but was pleasant enough on a warm 

summer’s evening.

On a first visit it’s only possible to 

scratch the surface of this huge city with 

its thousands of years of history, but four 

nights certainly gave us a fair idea of what 

to do and where to go next time.  

Old houses on the steep narrow streets in  

the Beyoglu district.

Mama Shelter, the quirky hotel designed by 

Philippe Starck has a chicken theme.

The Blue Mosque
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collectables

C

ape Town artist Jan du Toit 

is an inveterate collector. The 

size of his compact f lat is no 

deterrent and the walls are 

plastered with paintings and drawings 

while surfaces display treasured pieces of 

porcelain and pottery. 

The kernel of his collection is a small, 

but carefully acquired selection of very rare 

and little-known pieces of pottery made in 

Rorke’s Drift (near Dundee in KwaZulu-

Natal) in the 1960s and 1970s.

“When I first saw this pottery I 

thought it quite ugly,” says Jan. “It 

seemed very brown, in keeping with the 

colours used on pottery at that time, but 

images of it stayed with me and I started 

collecting it to use in still-life paintings.”

COLLECTING 

RORKE’S DRIFT 

POTTERY WITH

Jan du Toit
This Cape collector is 

enchanted by the mix of 

African and European 

styles in these ‘60’s pieces

A BRIEF 
HISTORY OF 
RORKE’S DRIFT POTTERY 
The Rorke’s Drift Art and Craft Centre was founded in 1965 

in KwaZulu-Natal and produced tapestries, rugs and printed fabrics 

and ceramic items. In 1968, with the help of Danish potters, the Pottery Workshop 

opened and some of the founding throwers were Gordon Mbatha, Ephraim Ziqubu, 

Bhekisani Manyoni and Joel Sibisi.

Expert ceramist Dinah Molefe and other women in her family from the 

neighbouring Shiyane-Nqutu region joined the workshop as skilled hand-builders 

using traditional Zulu and Sotho coiling methods. The division of labour: women 

coiling and men throwing, is still practiced today.

In 1971, Marietjie van der Merwe, a ceramics graduate from the US became 

the advisor to the pottery workshop and built a large oil-fired kiln. Potters were 

encouraged to add a playfulness to their work which makes it so attractive and 

collectable. Decorative images include cattle, elephants, warriors and zoomorphic 

creatures of Zulu legend. 

In 2009, at an auction at Stephan Welz & Co. in Cape Town, a 1975 pot by 

Nestah Molefe, estimated at R3 000 to R4 000, was sold for R35 000, and a vase c. 

1970 by Dinah Molefe, estimated at the same price, fetched R19 000. This was the 

first time that these South African potters had sold on mainstream auction in an 

area previously dominated by Linn Ware and the Kalahari Studio.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  Stylistic 

animals were often used by Rorke’s Drift 

potters.  Organic motifs also predominate. 

The bobbin-style appliqué on the handle 

was favoured by potter Dinah Molefe. 
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SOURCES Jan du Toit jandutoit.com Piér 

Rabe Antiques 021 883 9730 pierrabe.com

TIPS FOR ASPIRING 
COLLECTORS
“Rorke’s Drift pottery is easy to identify as it’s marked  

by an oval with a leaf motif in the centre, the maker’s  

name and date of manufacture,” says Jo Marie Rabe of  

Piér Rabe Antiques who has the following advice:

 Famous names to look out for are Dinah, Loviniah, Ivy, Lephina and Nestah 

Molefe, Joel and David Sibisi, Ephraim Ziqubu and Gordon Mbatha.

 Size adds value. Small pieces between 10cm and 17cm sell for less than larger, rarer 

pieces 35cm or bigger. 

 Look out for pieces in second-hand shops  

and at car boot sales, and for unusual  

pieces, attend auctions and visit 

antique dealers.

 Approximate prices are R300 for 

a small pot and R1 700 for a sauce 

boat while a larger piece might set 

you back R12 000.  

What fascinates Jan is the interesting 

marriage between two very different 

styles – African and European, 

the symbiotic fusion of 

tribal culture and Western 

technology. “Although the 

pottery is still made today, I 

only collect vintage pieces. 

Rorke’s Drift pottery is very 

affordable and I’ve managed 

to buy pieces for as little as 

R250. I buy at auctions and in 

small shops in the Karoo.” 

He strongly advises collectors to do 

research. “Knowledge is power,” he says 

and has a fine library of rare reference 

books on South African artists and 

potters for this purpose.  

ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 

 Not only were pots marked with typical 

leaf motifs and the name of the potter, but  

as shown here, the number of pots made 

–199 and the year, 1975.  Joel Sibisi is a 

name to look out for.  Looking a bit like a 

hippo, this distinctive design made in 1990 

reflects the typical character of the work. 

  This unusually designed pot was made by 

Phineas Mkhize in 1975.

LEFT, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT:

 Most Rorke’s Drift pottery was purely 

decorative but sometimes functional pieces 

were made like this jug by Phineas Mkhize in 

1980.  The potters loved the anthropomorfic. 

This two-headed bird-like pot with appliqué 

handle, of which 156 were made, is signed 

ED on the base and was made in 1991.  With 

its characteristic double dark rim this pot, 

one of 104, was made in 1979 and is signed 

by an artist named Mobaso.
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WRITE IN AND WIN

EVERY MONTH we’ll be giving away a *prize 

for the most valuable or interesting antique 

item sent in. Congratulations to Raine 

Chandler who’s won a bottle of Van Ryn’s 

10-year-old potstill brandy worth R305 and a 

bottle of Van Ryn’s 12-year-old potstill brandy 

worth R570. Stellenbosch-based Van Ryn’s 

Brandy Distillery was voted International 

Brandy Producer of the Year at the New York International Spirits 

Competition in 2014. Enjoy these superb handcrafted winners  

neat, with a splash of water or just an ice cube.

Visit vanryn.co.za

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

Send in clear photographs of collectable items to Treasure Chest, 

SA Garden and Home, Box 3124, Parklands 2121. Due to the 

volume of mail we are unable to respond personally or return 

photographs. Send e-mail submissions to gardenhome@

caxton.co.za. Pictures must be sent as separate attachments at 

a size between 1MB – 2MB. Only one submission per reader will 

be accepted. For guidelines on the best way to take your photos for 

Treasure Chest, visit our website gardenandhome.co.za
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antiques and collectables

FIND OF THE MONTH 
Can you please tell me the value of this 1859 

King James Apocryphal Bible?

Raine Chandler, via e-mail 

According to Paul Mills of Antiquarian 

Auctions, “This bible is a handsome 

mid-Victorian (1859) edition published 

by the Oxford University Press (a major 

publisher of bibles). The Bible is the world’s most published 

book and editions have been printed since Gutenberg in 1450. 

By the 1850s bibles were produced in large numbers. 

“It is the King James Version of 1611 and hence carries the 

subtext ‘Appointed to be Read in Churches’ as the official 

version of the Church of England in the 19th century. It 

appears to be in good condition with an attractive decorated 

calf binding with brass edges and a clasp typical of the period. It 

seems the clasp may be missing.  

“This example isn’t particularly old or rare and its value 

lies more in its appearance and condition than in any special 

collectable value. It might sell at auction for R3 000 – R4 000.” 

Treasure chest
What are your collectables worth?

THANKS TO OUR SPECIALISTS:

David Calthorpe 021 671 4613 Paul Mills Antiquarian Auctions 

antiquarianauctions.com Clyde Terry Clyde on 4th 011 482 3266

I’ d like some information about my Boerenbont dinner service. 

There’s a very well-known display in the Castle of Good Hope  

in Cape Town.

Alta Viljoen, via e-mail

Clyde Terry of Clyde on 4th says this is part of a Royal Boch 

Boerenbont dinner set. “Royal Boch started manufacturing it in 

Belgium in 1841, but your dinner service looks fairly recent and 

I’d value it at about R2 500. 

“Without seeing the 

backstamp it isn’t possible to 

date it, but this popular 

hand-painted traditional 

pattern has 

been around 

for about  

100 years.”

I bought this 41cm-diameter 

plate about 20 years ago 

from a small antique 

shop in Pinelands, Cape 

Town. The front has an 

embossed feel. Can you 

please tell me anything 

about its possible 

background, origin  

and value? It’s in  

perfect condition.     

Ethné Röll, via e-mail

Our Oriental expert David Calthorpe 

says, “This is a Chinese Famille Rose, mille-fleur background 

decorated porcelain plate with a dragon and phoenix design. The 

red seal mark is that of Chien Lung (1736 – 1795), but I think 

that it’s apocryphal and is most probably a late 19th- or early 

20th-century republican copy of that earlier period. The design 

was popular in the late 19th and early 20th centuries when it was 

quite common to use earlier reign marks. The double foot rim 

and design workmanship are also typical of the time.

“It’s very well painted, and if in perfect condition, could 

possibly fetch about R800 – R1 500. I would price a bread plate 

size at R500 – R800.”

EXPERT TIP: “TO CONFIRM A VALUATION, 

GET A SECOND OPINION FROM ONE OF  

THE LARGER INTERNATIONAL AUCTION 

HOUSES IN LONDON SUCH AS BONHAMS, 

SOTHEBY’S OR CHRISTIE’S,” 

SAYS DAVID CALTHORPE
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competition

WIN ONE OF TWO 

WORTH R17 000 EACH

KETER FACTOR SHEDS

I
s your garage overf lowing with 

hedge cutters, lawnmowers and 

all manner of garden tools? Are 

you tired of constantly looking 

for your rose pruners in a heap of 

other equipment? It might be time 

to rethink your outdoor storage.

Keter, a market leader in quality 

plastic home and outdoor storage 

solutions, has a wide range of 

innovative products that’ll help  

you get – and stay – organised.

Keter Factor Sheds are ideal for 

housing garden implements. The 

compact, lockable sheds are easy to 

assemble and their steel-reinforced 

structures ensure they’re sturdy and 

durable. Modern high-arched doors 

and a stylish window and skylight 

allow for easy access and plenty 

of natural light, so you won’t be 

stumbling in the dark. The heavy-

duty f loor panel and two sturdy 

shelves guarantee adequate, secure 

storage for all your outdoor tools. 

And for peace of mind, Keter’s 

Factor Sheds have the added bonus 

of a 10-year limited warranty. 

Keter Factor Sheds are available 

at selected retailers countrywide. 

For more information, visit  

keter.co.za

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 1. The first two correctly completed entries to be drawn will win the prizes. 2. The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 

3. Two lucky readers will each win a Keter Factor Shed worth R17 000. 4. The prize is not transferable and cannot be converted to cash. 5. Employees of Keter, CTP Caxton, their 

advertising agencies and immediate families may not enter the competition. 6. Entries close on 28 February 2015. 7. Offer valid for SA residents only. 8. The winners will be notified 

telephonically and their names posted on our website. 9. To comply with the Consumer Protection Act, postal entries will no longer be allowed and the winners will be required to 

supply their ID numbers. 10. E-mail addresses are not mandatory.

WINNING IS EASY – 
ENTER NOW!
To enter, SMS KETER, your name and 

e-mail and postal addresses to 48406. 

Each SMS costs R1,50, errors will be 

billed and free SMSes do not apply. 
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last word on style

C

ape Town-based figurative painter Cyril Coetzee is 

somewhat of a dualist. He holds a Master’s Degree in Fine 

Art and an Honours Degree in English. Cyril has also 

managed to juggle a parallel career – as award-winning 

artist and art historian.

Recently he curated the Standard Bank Gallery exhibition, 

Exact Imagination: 300 Years of Botanically Inspired Art in South 

Africa, which showcased botanical illustrations in the South African 

National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) collection. “Curating is an 

extension of art history and a continuation of the thread,” he says of 

this career avenue. 

So what inspires these showcases? “I allow the material to guide 

me. I love that at first glance there’s such an unlikely combination of 

elements, ones that aren’t usually seen together and yet resonate so 

well with each other,” he says.

When Cyril isn’t painting, writing or teaching, you’ll find him 

with his family and dogs, walking on the beach, in forests and on 

mountains. He’s also currently working on a solo exhibition.

CYRILS’S BEST…
SPACE is Casa Labia Gallery in Muizenburg, Cape Town (1). “The building 

is based on an 18th-century Venetian prototype,” he says. “I love 

the grand Palladian staircase at the entrance, the ornamental gilded 

coffered ceilings, polished wooden floors and great windows with their  

ruched curtains.” 

SOURCES

Cyril Coetzee, painter and art historian, 

recently curated a large-scale exhibition 

of South African botanical art at the 

Standard Bank Gallery in Jo’burg. He 

reveals some of his favourite things 

HIGH FIVE

LOCAL ARTIST is Deborah Bell. “She’s one of the few South African 

artists who isn’t afraid to be mythological, as one can see in her 

painting, Fury circa 2008 (2). She’s also an excellent draughtsperson and 

is very poetic.” 

INTERNATIONAL DESIGNER is Scottish-born artist and architect 

Charles Rennie Mackintosh. “His designs, like this chair for *‘The Rose 

Boudoir’ (3) at the 1902 International Exhibition of Modern Decorative 

Art in Turin, are simple, but not reductionist.”

ARCHITECTURE is Santiago Calatrava’s Liège Guillemins Railway Station 

in Belgium (4). “The design isn’t a series of square boxes, but instead it’s 

like an organism.” 

INTERNATIONAL FASHION DESIGNER is Vivienne Westwood.  

“I love the theatrical and fantastical element of this punk-fashion icon,” 

says Cyril. Vivienne Westwood by 

Terry Jones (Taschen) (5) provides 

the background to her style.  
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WINA TRIP TO CHINA 

WORTH R40 000!
Fancy spending 10 days in China with your partner or a friend? You could be the 

lucky winner of the trip of a lifetime just by letting us know what you think

This trip includes two non-stop return flights from Johannesburg, all necessary transfers, 4 nights in Beijing, 3 in Shanghai, (in 4-star 
hotels), breakfast, 8 pre-arranged lunches and dinners, 5 different tours and a trip on the Bullet train between China’s two capital cities!

The SA Magazine Survey is brought to you in association with Caxton and RamsayMedia, publishers of your favourite magazines. Ts & Cs apply. For more information,  
visit www.mymagsurvey.co.za. Your name and personal details will remain strictly confidential and will under no circumstances be used for commercial purposes.  
We simply want your opinions.

WE WANT TO HEAR 

WHAT YOU THINK! 

The survey asks you questions about South 

African magazines and why you read them and 

will take 20 minutes of your time (don’t worry, you 

can save while answering and go back to it if you 

run out of time). To reward you, we’ll enter you into 

the competition to win the grand holiday prize, and 

also give you a chance to win fabulous hampers. 

There are over R140 000 worth of prizes to be won. 

Not too bad for answering a few questions! 

BY SIMPLY POPPING ONTO  

WWW.MYMAGSU
RVEY.CO.ZA 

AND COMPLETING OUR ONLINE SA 

MAGAZINES LIFESTYLE SURVEY,  

YOU COULD BE SPENDING TIME 

SEEING THE SIGHTS IN ASIA, 

COURTESY OF GATEWAY TRAVEL.

Closing date is 20 February 2015 

and winners will be notified  

in March 2015.

www.mymagsurvey.co.za  

to enter the  

competition now! 

GO TO



With legendary Honda reliability, you’re assured a future � lled with memorable 

CR-V moments.  To � nd out why the Honda CR-V was 2014’s top selling SUV 

worldwide, book a test drive at your nearest dealership, or at Honda.co.za today. 

BUILT FOR A LIFETIME OF MEMORIES
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